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Abstract

Natural language processing (NLP) is an area of computer science and artificial

intelligence concerned with the interaction between computers and humans

in natural language. With an exponential growth of big data in this era, the

advent of NLP based systems has enabled us to access relevant information

through a wide range of applications.

During my PhD I used these methodologies in two different domains,

biomedical knowledge networks building and analysis of the contagion of

emotions in social networks.

In biomedical domain, with the increasing volume and unstructured na-

ture of scientific literature most of the information embedded within them are

lost. The inference of new knowledge and the development of new hypothe-

ses from current literature analysis are a fundamental processes for founda-

tion of new scientific discoveries, and get knowledge about relations and in-

teractions among biological elements, a very important case study in complex

systems domain.

Knowledge Networks are helpful tools especially in the context of bio-
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logical knowledge discovery and modeling, given the enormous amount of

literature and knowledge bases available, and allow the researchers to obtain

information on aspects already widely investigated by others researchers.

In emotion analysis domain, thanks to the social networks phenomenon,

that deeply pervaded today’s society, most of the communication paradigms

have moved to online, hence there is a lot of social media data available which

can be used for emotion analysis and classification. Emotion analysis is im-

portant because it affects our daily decision making capabilities, both socially

or commercially context.

In this thesis I present NetME, a framework which I developed that com-

bines TAGME annotation framework based on Wikipedia corpus and NLP

methodology. It allows to build on-the-fly knowledge graphs starting from

a subset of full texts obtained by a real-time query on PubMed and applying

several syntactic analysis methodologies.

In this thesis I also describe another project, EmotWion, a framework which

I developed that aims to study the contagion of emotions on complex net-

works like social networks and its duration over time.

Keywords: Knowledge Graph, Complex system, Complex network, Docu-

ment Annotation, Syntactic Analysis Methodologies, Emotion Analysis Method-

ologies, Natural language processing, spaCy.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The explosive growth of big data has created a rich source of knowledge and

it is, currently, an hot topic in academia and industry. This term is used to

describe a broad domain of concepts, ranging from extracting data from out-

side sources, storing and managing it, to processing such data with analytical

techniques and tools.

Natural language processing (NLP) techniques can contribute to access rel-

evant information from big data by offering automated means to do prepro-

cessing, text classification, feature extraction, and topic modelling.

During my PhD I applied NLP techniques for big data analysis in biomed-

ical domain and in social networks domain.

1.1 NetME

Due to the growing volume and unstructured nature of scientific literatures,

most of the information embedded within them remain unusable. In par-

ticular, in research areas like biology or bio-medicine, thanks to fast-track
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 8

publication journals, the number of published papers increases significantly

fast. Biomedical scientific publication databases such as PubMed are a valu-

able resource of literatures that include an enormous amount of information.

Extract relevant information from resources of this size, need strenuous effort

and careful examination of the literature.

On the other hand, network analysis has become a critical enabling tech-

nology to understand mechanisms of life, living organisms, and in general,

uncover the underlying fundamental biological processes. Examples of ap-

plications include: (i) analyzing disease networks for identifying disease-

causing genes and pathways [11]; (ii) discovering the functional interdepen-

dence among molecular mechanisms through network inference and con-

struction [123]; iii) releasing Network-based inference models with applica-

tion on drug re-purposing [59].

The availability of sizeable open-access article repositories such as PubMed

Central [14], arxiv [48] bioarxiv [1] as well as ontology databases which hold

entities and their relations [78], in the last few years motivated the implemen-

tation of text mining and and machine learning approaches to automatically

extract biomedical knowledge from them.

Text mining [28], and NLP [77] tools employ information extraction meth-

ods to translate unstructured textual knowledge in a form that can be easily

analyzed and used to build a functional network (i.e. a network in which the

relations between two entities are not necessarily physical but can be indirect),

or knowledge graphs [123, 38, 96].

This approaches to entity and relation extraction have shown an evolution

from simple systems that rely only on co-occurrence statistics [23] to complex

systems utilizing syntactic analysis or dependency parsing [47], and machine
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learning algorithms [110].

These methodologies allow us to infer putative relations among molecules,

such as understanding how proteins interact with each other or determining

which gene mutations are involved in a disease. In the context of biology

and biomedicine, the Biological Expression Language (BEL) [118], or Resource

Description Framework (RDF) [85] have been widely applied to convert a text

in semantic triplets having the following form: < subject, predicate, object >.

The subject and object represent biological elements, whereas the predicate

represents a logical or physical relationship between them [123, 58].

However, the implementation of biological text mining tools requires highly

specialized skills in NLP and Information Retrieval. Therefore, several ecosys-

tems and tools have been implemented and made available to the bio-science

community.

Relevant tools include PubAnnotation [74], a repository of text annotations

based on the "Agile text mining" concept; PubTator (PTC) [132], a web service

for viewing and retrieving bio-concept annotations (for genes/proteins, ge-

netic variants, diseases, chemicals, species, and cell lines) in full-text biomed-

ical articles. This latter tool annotates all PubMed abstracts and more than

three million full texts. The annotations are downloadable in multiple for-

mats (XML, JSON, and tab-delimited) through the online interface, a RESTful

web service, and bulk FTP.

Another interesting tool is SemRep [109], which extracts relationships from

biomedical sentences in PubMed articles by mapping textual content to an on-

tology that represents its meaning. To establish the binding relation, SemRep

relies on internal rules (called "indicator rules"), which map syntactic ele-

ments, such as verbs, prepositions, and nominalization, to predicates in the
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Semantic Network.

Another relevant tool is Hetionet [59], an heterogeneous network of biomed-

ical knowledge that unifies data from a collection of several available databases

and millions of publications. Also, the edges are extracted from omics-scale

resources and consolidated through multiple studies or resources.

Finally, in [139] authors propose an approach for knowledge graph con-

struction with minimum supervision based on 24,687 unstructured biomed-

ical abstracts. Authors included entity recognition, unsupervised entity and

relation embedding, latent relation generation via clustering, relation refine-

ment, and relation assignment to assign cluster-level labels. The proposed

framework can extract 16,192 structured facts with high precision.

At chapther 4 I present NetME a web-based app, which is capable to ex-

tract knowledge from a collection of full-text documents (publicly available at

https://www.netme.tk/ website, and https://github.com/alemuscolino/netme.git

github repository) introduced in "NetME On-the-fly knowledge network construc-

tion from biomedical literature" presented at the Complex Networks 2020 confer-

ence [91], and, on August 2021, in a further work with new features, submitted

in the journal Applied Network Science.

The tool orchestrates two different technologies:

• A customized version of the entity-linker TAGME [44] (called Onto-

TAGME) for extracting network nodes (i.e., genes, drugs, diseases) from

a collection of full-text articles.

• A software module, developed on top of spaCy [62] and NLTK [81] li-

braries, that derives relations (edges) between pair of nodes. Edges are

weighted according to their frequency within the collection of full-texts

https://www.netme.tk/
https://github.com/alemuscolino/netme.git
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used to create the on-fly knowledge graph.

These inferred networks are handy in biomedicine, where it is essential

to understand the difference between various components and mechanisms,

such as genes and diseases, and their relations, such as up-regulation and

binding. Therefore, the tool helps scientists fast identify reliable relations

among the biological entities under investigation, based on their occurrences

and mentions in PubMed’s articles.

The acronym NetME was designed to help understand how a knowledge

network can be made from a series of annotations and relationships extracted

by OntoTAGME, hence the union of Network and OntoTAGME generates the

word NetME.

To the authors’ knowledge, NetME is the first tool that allows to inter-

actively synthesize biological knowledge-graphs on-the-fly starting from a

PubMed query.

1.2 EmotWion

In social networks domain the way in which habits, behaviors and feelings

spread within social networks websites has recently aroused considerable in-

terest in the academic, politics and economics fields.

Social networks, which are complex networks, by their nature play a key

role in the information dissemination process [95], so understand how the

influence of a social object spreads over the web opens new horizons to a

myriad of applications, especially, in advertising, amplifying the virality of

marketing and the mechanism of product recommendations.
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The social influence factor today constitutes a key that regulates human

behavior and indicates the interaction between subjects in a virtual commu-

nity that is reflected in the real community.

Interaction between users may lead to a change in thoughts, feelings or

behaviors of people and numerous studies aimed at propagating of behav-

iors [27], of feelings [45] or more generally of communication [18] within

social networks. It has been shown that the diffusion phenomenon loses its

effect starting from the third, or, in some cases, the fourth degree of separation

from the source of origin; in particular social information networks, allow to

highlight and analyze the phenomenon in question.

Microblogging platforms like Twitter and Facebook, for example, offer users

the ability to exchange huge amounts of information on the web based on the

possibility of transmitting short text updates to the entire social network or to

a select group of contacts.

Among all, Twitter is the most popular social microblogging network in

the world, constantly growing and frequently used in research [56].

Compared to other social platforms with similar characteristics, Twitter

content, called Tweet, is extremely short and users can follow other users in

the network, based on the source of information which they prefer.

Numerous scientific researchers have emphasized that often transmitted

tweets contain within them information on the emotional states of users [30],

even when the user does not publish personal information directly related to

their emotional profile.

At microscopic level, each tweet contains small parts of the individual

user’s mood, which, analyzed over a certain time window, can describe the

general progress of the author’s emotional state.
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The emotional state of a user represented in written form is based exclu-

sively on the articulation of words used to communicate the emotion of the

author, and a sentimental analysis of the text can be done exclusively in an

empirical way.

In the last decade, an approach to dimensional emotions has been pro-

posed [112, 107], the circumflex model of emotions holds that affective states

can be traced back to two main neurophysiological systems: the value of emo-

tion, along a continuous line of pleasantness - unpleasantness, and the level of

relative physiological activation. According to this model, every emotion can

be summarized as the linear combination between two dimensions, varying

in terms of valence and intensity of activation.

A very high number of empirical analyzes of emotional states are based

on this or other models applied to big data collections generated by social

platforms [125] or from sites or tools for reviews of goods or services [92,

55], in other cases they are based on the creation of dictionaries by direct

comparison [89].

At chapter 5 I present EmotWion, a software that aims to analyze a pro-

cess known as "emotional contagion" on Twitter. The software and analysis

techniques described below are part of a research work to be submitted.

Research work analyzes: (i) source tweets published by social influencer

users, with high number of followers, (ii) tweets from users who retweet

source tweets.

The tool orchestrates four different subsystem:

• a Twitter content extraction system;

• a system for processing extracted tweet;
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• a system for classifying the extracted tweets by calculating the overall

emotion;

• a system for processing, comparing and displaying the emotional level

of the extracted tweets.

It has been developed in Python programming language with support of

Python Twitter and NLTK for text analysis.

Through EmotWion it is possible to analyze (i) the average quantity of

emotionally contagion users and (ii) the average duration of the contagion for

each user.

EmotWion acronym derives from union of two words, Emotion and Twitter;

it enclosing the meaning of its functionality, the study of the contagion of

emotions through twitter.

Results on the case studies analyzed by EmotWion highlight the importance

of emotions in the processes of social dissemination of ideas and demonstrate

the usefulness of methods based on social networks for the study of these

phenomena.

They show how people are continuously exposed to emotional contagions

through social networks, thus expanding the models of social influence and

group polarization as the network components grow.



Chapter 2
Background and Related Work

2.1 NetME

The concept of semantic networks has a long history (Quillian, 1968) and

opened up a basis for knowledge modeling and representation (Helbig, 2006)

by providing an adaptable formal framework for scientific developments and

applications [36].

These networks allow to model semantic relationships in patterns of inter-

connected labeled nodes and edges incorporating linguistic information that

describes concepts or objects.

Semantic standards and technologies facilitate the combination of multiple

biomedical association data across multiple domains, which can be highly het-

erogeneous, and enable the construction of knowledge networks composed of

various biological entities, such as compounds, proteins, and genes [123].

Interactions among biological components is basically studied and ana-

lyzed through a rich spectrum of methods and metrics grounded on network

15
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theory. Most of these methods focus on the comparison of two biological net-

works (e.g., control vs. disease) [67]. To support challenging biomedical data

integration efforts, a computational technique should satisfy the following

three basic requirements [31]:

• An inter-operable data model that is capable of capturing and modeling

the observed biomedical networks.

• A data integration framework to map and merge network data across

disparate data sources.

• A collection of computational services to analyze, discover and validate

new associations in integrated biomedical networks.

Based on these requirements, computer scientist and in general life-science

researchers are focusing their studies and research topics on Annotation echo-

systems and relations extraction frameworks.

2.1.1 Networks and graphs

A network is a collection of connected objects. Networks are often referred

to graphs, graph theory is the area of mathematics concerning the study of

graphs. In Computer Science, a graph is a data structure consisting of two

components:

• objects of data structure, called nodes or vertices;

• connections between objects, called edges.
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A graph G can be well described by the set of vertices V and edges E it

contains, as G = (V, E). Edges can be either directed or undirected, depend-

ing on whether there exist directional dependencies between vertices [4].

Networks can represent all sorts of systems in the real world. In some

networks, not all nodes and edges are created equal, to model such difference,

one can introduce different types of nodes and edges in the network, by using

different colors and edge styles.

NetME works with directed and weighted multigraphs.

A directed graph is an ordered pair G = (V, E) where E are not simple

edge but arrows, or directed lines. If there are multiple edges with the same

source and target nodes, the edge set is a multiset and these entities are ad-

dressed as directed multigraphs [5]. A weighted graph is a graph in which

Figure 2.1: Example of a simple directed and weighted multigraphs. There are

weighted arcs, with the same direction, which connect the same source and

destination nodes (e.g. nodes v1 - v5).
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each edge or node is given a numerical weight. An example of a directed and

weighted multigraphs is shown in Figure 2.1.

2.1.2 Knowledge Graph

A Knowledge Graph is a systematic way to store both information and its

meaning and connect information and data to knowledge. A knowledge

graph is a directed labeled graph in which the labels have well-defined mean-

ings and consists of nodes, edges, and labels. It represents a collection of

interlinked descriptions of entities, real-world objects and events, or abstract

concepts, obtained from several structured knowledge-bases such as ontolo-

gies (O1, O2, ..., Ok).

An ontology is a formal description of knowledge as a set of concepts

within a domain and the relationships that hold between them. To enable

such a description, we need to formally specify components such as indi-

viduals (instances of objects), classes, attributes and relations as well as re-

strictions, rules and axioms. As a result, ontologies do not only introduce a

sharable and reusable knowledge representation but can also add new knowl-

edge about the domain [83].

The ontology data model can be applied to a set of individual facts to create

a knowledge graph, a collection of entities, where the types and the relation-

ships between them are expressed by nodes and edges between these nodes

as shown in Figure 2.2. By describing the structure of the knowledge in a

domain, the ontology sets the stage for the knowledge graph to capture the

data in it. In some cases, a knowledge graph can contains multiple ontologies

and inter-relations between them.
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A semantic network, or frame network is a knowledge base that represents

semantic relations between concepts in a network. This is often used as a form

of knowledge representation. It is a directed or undirected graph G = (E, R)

consisting of vertices, which represent entity e ∈ E coming from terminologies

or ontologies, and edges r ∈ R, which represent semantic relations between

them; both E and R are finite discrete spaces. In addition, every entity e ∈

E can have some additional meta information defined with respect to the

application of the knowledge graph [94].

There are a lot of examples of big knowledge graphs, Google announce its

knowledge graph in 2012, however, there are very few technical details about

its organization, coverage and size and there are also very limited means for

Figure 2.2: Example of a simple knowledge graph. Entity types are nodes and the

relationships between them are labelled edges between these nodes.
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using this knowledge graph outside Google’s own projects.

DBPedia is another example of big knowledge graph. This project lever-

ages the structure inherent in the info boxes of Wikipedia to create an enor-

mous dataset describes 4.58 million things, out of which 4.22 million are clas-

sified in a consistent ontology, including 1,445,000 persons, 735,000 places,

411,000 creative works, 241,000 organizations, 251,000 species and 6,000 dis-

eases (https://wiki.dbpedia.org/about).

2.1.3 Documents repositories

For the researcher are available a considerable list of notable databases and

search engines, useful in an academic setting for finding and accessing articles

in academic journals, institutional repositories, archives, or other collections

of scientific and other articles.

Thanks to the high availability of open-access articles repositories, and the

continued growth of new entries and publications in the last few years, the

research community has focused on text mining tools and machine learning

algorithms to digest corpus and extract semantic knowledge. Due to the im-

portance of these repositories, below is reported a brief explanation of the

most commonly used documents repositories.

PubMed

PubMed [135] is a free resource supporting the search and retrieval of biomed-

ical and life sciences literature with the aim of improving health–both globally

and personally.

The PubMed database contains more than 32 million citations and abstracts

https://wiki.dbpedia.org/about
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of biomedical literature. It does not include full text journal articles; however,

links to the full text are often present when available from other sources, such

as the publisher’s website or PMC.

Available to the public online since 1996, PubMed was developed and is

maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI), at

the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM), located at the National Insti-

tutes of Health (NIH).

The search for based-topic publications can be done through two different

modes:

Figure 2.3: Example of search through PubMed’s website user interface
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Through user interface over the website https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/

as shown in Figure 2.3.

Through Entrez Programming Utilities (E-utilities), a set of eight server-side

programs that provide a stable interface into the Entrez query and database

system at the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). The E-utilities

use a fixed URL syntax that translates a standard set of input parameters into

the values necessary for various NCBI software components to search for and

retrieve the requested data. The E-utilities are therefore the structured inter-

face to the Entrez system, which currently includes 38 databases covering a

variety of biomedical data, including nucleotide and protein sequences, gene

records, three-dimensional molecular structures, and the biomedical litera-

ture. In NetME these APIs are used for both download the PMIDs list pub-

lished from a search keyword, and to download title, abstract and content of

the just downloaded PMIDs list.

PMC

PubMed Central (PMC) is a free full-text archive of biomedical and life sciences

journal literature at the U.S. National Institutes of Health’s National Library

of Medicine (NIH/NLM). In keeping with NLM’s legislative mandate to col-

lect and preserve the biomedical literature, PMC serves as a digital counter-

part to NLM’s extensive print journal collection. PMC was developed and is

managed by NLM’s National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI).

Since its inception in 2000, PMC has grown from comprising only two jour-

nals, PNAS: Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences and Molecular

Biology of the Cell, to an archive of articles from thousands of journals.

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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Currently, PMC contains more than 6 million full-text records, spanning

several centuries of biomedical and life science research (late 1700s to present).

Content is added to the archive through. Just like PubMed, the NCBI’s E-

utilities can be used to download full-text by REST API.

bioRxiv

bioRxiv [1] is a free online archive and distribution service for unpublished

preprints in the life sciences. It is operated by Cold Spring Harbor Labora-

tory, a no-profit research and educational institution. By posting preprints on

bioRxiv, authors are able to make their findings immediately available to the

scientific community and receive feedback on draft manuscripts before they

are submitted to journals.

Articles are not peer-reviewed, edited, or typeset before being posted on-

line. However, all articles undergo a basic screening process for offensive or

non-scientific content and for material that might pose a health or biosecurity

risk and are checked for plagiarism. An article may be posted prior to, or

concurrently with, submission to a journal but should not be posted if it has

already been accepted for publication by a journal.

In addition it is categorized as New Results, Confirmatory Results, or Con-

tradictory Results.

• New Results describe an advance in a field.

• Confirmatory Results largely replicate and confirm previously published

work

• Contradictory Results largely replicate experimental approaches used
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in previously published work but the results contradict and/or do not

support it.

Readers may comment the articles on bioRxiv and also contact authors di-

rectly to get clarification. Pre-prints deposited in bioRxiv can be cited using

their digital object identifier (DOI). Such object identifier is the same for every

version of the manuscript.

2.1.4 Frameworks for annotation and relationships extraction

from biomedical literature

Automatic extraction of information from unstructured data sources aims to

organize structured information existing in natural language, and storing it in

a form that allows further usage to be made by software applications. Entities

are typically short phrases representing a specific object; instead, relations are

physical or logical interactions among the entities of the considered domain,

biological in this thesis work [79].

Various approaches have been proposed to extract relations from biomed-

ical literature, due to the inherent complexity of biomedical text, most of rela-

tion extraction systems work on sentence-based level. The approaches used in

relation extraction systems change from the level of linguistic analysis to the

way patterns or rules are being learned. Based on the techniques employed

in these systems, approaches can be categorized into three groups, namely

co-occurrence, pattern-based and Machine Learning based approaches.

The simplest approach is the detection of co-occurrences of entities from

sentences or abstracts relying on clustering procedures. The central hypothe-

sis is that similar entities tend to occur together in similar contexts. Generally,
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the type and direction of the relation cannot be determined.

The pattern-based extraction approaches does not face the high variability

of how a relation can be expressed in natural language. It generally extracts

single word terms rather than well-formed and compound concepts [80].

The Machine Learning approach relies on a standard supervised classifi-

cation strategy, several algorithms like Naive Bayes Classifiers [129], Decision

Trees [10] and Support Vector Machines [124], are usually employed. For

example, a vector-based approach is used to transform a span of text and

candidate relations into a numerical vectors used during the classification

procedure.

Such models suffer a main problems, the errors generated in the entities

extraction step may propagate to the step of relation classification. For in-

stance, if a drug or disease entity mention is incorrectly recognized, than the

extraction of its related relationships will be incorrect.

PubAnnotation

PubAnnotation [74] is an ecosystem based on agile approaches to text mining

and annotation procedures. It is composed of the following three components:

• An annotation model composed of three sub-components: (i). Storage,

(ii). Accessors. and (iii). Processors

• A dictionary-based annotator.

• A storage component facilitates regression testing.

To facilitate the communication among the components, two models have

been created: Passive communication model allows processors or accessors
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to get annotation stored in the annotation server, or to push new and revised

ones to a server. Active communication model enables an annotation storage

for initializing communication to actively obtain new or update annotations.

PTC Central

PTC Central is a web service for viewing and retrieving bioconcept annota-

tions in full text biomedical articles. PTC Central [132] provides automated

annotations from state-of-the-art text mining systems for genes/proteins, ge-

netic variants, diseases, chemicals, species and cell lines, all available for im-

mediate download. PTC annotates PubMed and the PMC Text Mining subset.

The new PTC web interface allows users to build full text document col-

lections and visualize concept annotations in each document. Annotations

Figure 2.4: Example of annotation with PTC Central. Annotation are marked

with different colors
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are downloadable in multiple formats (XML, JSON and tab delimited) via the

online interface, a RESTful web service and bulk FTP. Improved concept iden-

tification systems and a new disambiguation module based on deep learning

increase annotation accuracy, and the new server-side architecture is signifi-

cantly faster. PTC is synchronized with PubMed and PMC, with new articles

added daily.

New articles in PubMed or PMC are first processed through a series of con-

cept taggers to obtain annotations for each bioconcept type. In this manuscript,

an annotation consists of a contiguous text span, a concept type, and an ac-

cession identifier.

The disambiguation module then resolves annotation conflicts (overlap-

ping annotations). Annotated articles are subsequently stored in a MongoDB

database, and made available to users via the new PTC Central web interface

and the RESTful API for programmatic access.

To ensure consistency, the input/output text files for each step in the

PTC Central processing pipeline are handled by BioC, a community-driven

biomedical text processing data format for improved interoperability [100].

SemRep

SemRep [109] is a NLP system designed to recover semantic propositions from

biomedical text using underspecified syntactic analysis and structured do-

main knowledge from the UMLS [65]. It extracts relationships from biomedi-

cal sentences in PubMed titles and abstracts by mapping textual content to an

ontology which represents the meaning.

After the selection and tokenization of the text is completed, it is submitted
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to an under-specified parser that relies on the syntactic information in the

SPECIALIST Lexicon [25]. Part-of-speech ambiguities are resolved with the

Xerox Part-of-Speech Tagger [33].

Basically, simple noun phrases are identified because these contain use-

ful information about terms relationships. Prepositional phrases are treated

as noun phrases whose first element is a preposition. Instead, other syn-

tactic categories, including verbs, auxiliaries, and conjunctions are expressed

through their part-of-speech label and put into a separate phrase. In order

to show the returned annotations in a compact way, the semantic types are

abbreviate. Therefore, "Diseases" or "Syndromes" are referred as "dsyn", "Or-

ganic Chemical" with (orch), etc.

The domain knowledge is obtained through Meta Map [9], a knowledge-

based application that uses the SPECIALIST Lexicon and several rules to de-

termine the best mapping between the text of a noun phrase and a concept.

Thus, interpretation of semantic propositions depends on the under specified

syntactic analysis enriched with domain knowledge.

The rules adopted allow to map syntactic indicators such as verbs, prepo-

sitions, and nominalization, to predicates in the Semantic Network. For ex-

ample, exist a rule that links the "nominalization treatment" with the pred-

icate TREATS. Further syntactic constraints on argument identification are

controlled by statements expressed in a dependency grammar.

SemRep also addresses noun phrase coordination [109] by taking advan-

tage of semantic types. Thus, on the basis of the under-specified syntax en-

hanced with domain knowledge, it is necessary to determine whether each

coordinator is conjoining noun phrases or something other than noun phrases.

For a coordinator marked as conjoining noun phrases, the semantic type
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of the noun phrase immediately to the right of that coordinator is examined.

Then, the noun phrase immediately to the left of the coordinator, and noun

phrases occurring to the left of that noun phrase (separated by another coordi-

nator or a comma) are examined to understand whether they are semantically

consonant.

Terms that share same meaning are classed under the same concept. In-

stead, each concept is assigned a semantic type, such as "Disease or Syn-

drome" or "Gene or Genome", so that similar concepts are clustered under

the same semantic type. Once all text sentences are evaluated, the framework

returns several tuples per each sentence that contain a subject, an object, and

the relation that links them [63].

STRING

The STRING [123] database aims to collect and integrate this information,

by consolidating known and predicted protein–protein association data for a

large number of organisms. The associations in STRING include direct (phys-

ical) interactions, as well as indirect (functional) interactions, as long as both

are specific and biologically meaningful.

Apart from collecting and reassessing available experimental data on pro-

tein–protein interactions, and importing known pathways and protein com-

plexes from curated databases, interaction predictions are derived from the

following sources: (i) systematic co-expression analysis, (ii) detection of shared

selective signals across genomes, (iii) automated text-mining of the scientific

literature and (iv) computational transfer of interaction knowledge between

organisms based on gene orthology.
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Figure 2.5: Example of network generated with STRING from SRC gene

In the latest version 10.5 of STRING, the biggest changes are concerned

with data dissemination: the web frontend has been completely redesigned to

reduce dependency on outdated browser technologies, and the database can

now also be queried from inside the popular CytoscapeJS software framework.

Further improvements include automated background analysis of user in-

puts for functional enrichments, and streamlined download options.
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Hetionet

A hetnet (short for heterogeneous information network) is a network where

nodes and edges can be multiple types. This additional dimension allows a

hetnet to accurately describe more complex data. Hetnets are particularly use-

ful in biomedicine, where it’s important to capture the conceptual distinctions

between various components and mechanisms, such as genes and diseases, or

upregulation and binding.

Hetionet [59] is a hetnet of biomedical knowledge. It encodes relationships

Figure 2.6: Example of metagraph diagram generated with Hetionet. It illustrates

the connectivity between different types of nodes and edges in the network
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uncovered by millions of studies conducted over the last half-century into

a single resource. The network is constructed from a collection of publicly

available databases, and is itself open-source and free to use, barring any

upstream restrictions.

Hetionet enables scientists and biologists to formulate novel hypotheses,

predictions, and other valuable insights by connecting an existing body of

biomedical data across multiple levels and types in a convenient, accessible,

holistic way.

Hetionet combines information from 29 public databases. The network

contains 47,031 nodes of 11 types and 2,250,197 edges of 24 types.

Reactome

Reactome [31] is an open-source, open access, manually curated and peer-

reviewed pathway database, a bioinformatics tools for the visualization, in-

terpretation and analysis of pathway knowledge to support basic and clinical

research, genome analysis, modeling, systems biology and education.

Such network in Reactome can be seen as a directed graph, which consists

of nodes and directed edges connecting ordered pairs of nodes.

Reactome stores pathway data in its natural form so that it does not require

any transformation of data into a flat format. This approach reduces the

complexity of the database and guarantees a easier access to the data.

Compared with other biological pathways databases, Reactome adopts neo4j

as graph database to improve the data traversal performance and knowledge

discovery. Reactome is available over the website: https://reactome.org.

https://reactome.org
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2.2 EmotWion

Emotions govern our lives; they are an important part of the human expe-

rience, and they affect our decision-making. We tend to repeat actions that

make us feel happy, but we avoid those that make us angry or sad.

Information spreads quickly via social networks, and as we know, emo-

tions tend to intensify if left undealt with. Thanks to NLP, this subjective

information can be extracted from written sources such as social posts, com-

ments and conversations, allowing us to understand the emotions expressed

by the author of the text and therefore act accordingly.

Emotion Detection will play a promising role in the field of Artificial Intel-

ligence, especially in the case of Human-Machine Interface development, for

Emotion Detection from an artificial intelligence different parameter should

be taken into consideration. Various types of techniques are used to detect

emotions from textual information. NLP techniques, machine learning, and

computational linguistics are used.

Emotions detection provide observers with information regarding our cur-

rent state and well-being. For businesses and individuals to be able to provide

optimal services to customers, there is a need for them to identify the different

emotions expressed by people and use that as the basis to provide bespoke

recommendations to meet the individual needs of their customers

2.2.1 Emotion detection on social networks, related works

A lot of researchers have analyzed social networks such as Twitter and Facebook

to assess the potential use of social media to detect behavioral disorders or in
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the case of reactions to social phenomena.

Tomer, et al. [117] conducted some studies related to the use of Twitter dur-

ing the terrorist attack on the Westgate shopping center in Kenya in Septem-

ber 2013 which led to a four-day siege, with 67 victims and 175 wounded

dead; during the time of crisis, Twitter became a crucial communication chan-

nel between government, emergency responders and the public, facilitating

the management of event emergencies. A total of 67,849 tweets were collected

and analyzed, evaluating the hashtags and the propagation of the information

based on the type.

Park et al. [99] have instead studied how to capture depressive moods on

Twitter. The study was conducted on 69 subjects to understand how their

depressive states are reflected in their status updates on the social network.

The analysis was conducted in three phases: analyzing users to identify their

level of depression, gathering users’ tweets and at the last stage comparing

users’ depression levels with the content of their Twitter posts. The results

showed that participants with depression showed an increase in the use of

words related to negative emotions in their tweets.

Another work on depressive disorders in social networks with the aim of

diagnosing them in a preventive way was carried out by Eichstaedt et al. [40]

Starting from a dataset of 683 patients, 114 of whom were diagnosed with

depression in their medical records; some predictors of depression including

emotional, interpersonal and cognitive processes were found in the texts of

these patients’ Facebook posts.

Another analysis of emotions on Twitter data by Bollen et al. [24] who

have tried to find a relationship between the general public mood and socio-

economic or socio-cultural events. The studies conducted have led to the
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extraction of six dimensions of mood, anger, tension, vigor, depression, con-

fusion, fatigue using the psychometric instrument POMS, Profile of Mood

States. It has been discovered that social, political, cultural and economic

events have a significant and instantaneous effect on the various dimensions

of mood.

The work carried out by Golder et al. [49], in which it was studied how

individual mood varies from hour to hour, from day to day and through

seasons and cultures, also measuring the positive and negative effect in Twitter

posts was also very interesting.

2.2.2 Emotion models

Emotion models are the foundations of emotions detection systems; they de-

fine how emotions are represented. The models assume that emotions exist in

various states thus the need to distinguish between the various emotion states.

When undertaking any emotions detection related activity, it is imperative to

initially define the model of emotion for use.

Various forms of representing emotions are identified [37]; the most im-

portant are the discrete and dimensional emotion models.

Discrete models of emotion

Discrete model of emotions involves placing emotions into distinct classes or

categories. Prominent among them include:

• Paul Ekman model [41] distinguishes emotions based on six basic cate-

gories. The theory asserts that there exist six fundamental emotions that

originate from separate neural systems as a result of how an experiencer
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perceives a situation, thus emotions are independent. These fundamen-

tal emotions are happiness, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise, and fear.

However, the synergy of these emotions could produce other complex

emotions such as guilt, shame, pride, lust, greed, and so on.

• Robert Plutchik [103] model which as Ekman, postulates that there ex-

ist few primary emotions, which occur in opposite pairs and produces

complex emotions by their combinations. He named eight of such fun-

damental emotions, that is, acceptance/trust and anticipation in addi-

tion to the six primary emotions posited by Ekman. The eight emo-

tions in opposite pairs are joy vs sadness, trust vs disgust, anger vs fear,

and surprise vs anticipation. According to Plutchik, for each emotion,

there exist varying degrees of intensities that occurred as a result of how

events are construed by an experiencer.

• Orthony, Clore, and Collins model [98] dissented to the analogy of "ba-

sic emotions" as presented by Ekman and Plutchik. They, however,

agreed that emotions arose as a result of how individuals perceived

events and that emotions varied according to their degree of intensity.

They discretized emotions into 22, adding 16 emotions to the emo-

tions Ekman posited as basic, thus spanning a much wider represen-

tation of emotions, with additional classes of relief, envy, reproach, self-

reproach, appreciation, shame, pity, disappointment, admiration, hope,

fears-confirmed, grief, gratification, gloating, like, and dislike.
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Dimensional models of emotion

Dimensional models presupposes that emotions are not independent and that

there exists a relation between them hence the need to place them in a spatial

space. Thus dimensional models position emotions on a dimensional space

depicting how related emotions are and usually, reflecting the two main fun-

damental behavioral states of good and bad [115].

Both unidimensional and multidimensional models are affected by relative

degrees (low to high) of their occurrences; unidimensional models are rarely

used but their fundamental idea permeates most multidimensional models.

• Russell [112] presents a circular two-dimensional model prominent in

dimensional emotions representation called the circumplex of affect.

The circumplex model of affect proposes that all affective states arise

from cognitive interpretations of core neural sensations that are the

product of two independent neurophysiological systems.

This model stands in contrast to theories of basic emotions, which posit

that a discrete and independent neural system subserves every emotion.

Basic emotion theories no longer explain adequately the vast number

of empirical observations from studies in affective neuroscience, the cir-

cumplex model suggest that a conceptual shift is needed in the empirical

approaches taken to the study of emotion and affective psychopatholo-

gies.

The circumplex model of affect is more consistent with many recent

findings from behavioral, cognitive neuroscience, neuroimaging, and

developmental studies of affect. Moreover, the model offers new the-

oretical and empirical approaches to studying the development of af-
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fective disorders as well as the genetic and cognitive underpinnings of

affective processing within the central nervous system.

This model suggests that emotions are distributed in a two-dimensional

circular space, containing arousal and valence dimensions. Arousal rep-

resents the vertical axis and valence represents the horizontal axis, while

the center of the circle represents a neutral valence and a medium level

of arousal[108]. In this model, emotional states can be represented at

any level of valence and arousal, or at a neutral level of one or both of

these factors.

Figure 2.7: A graphical representation of the circumplex model of affect. The hor-

izontal axis representing the valence dimension and the vertical axis repre-

senting the arousal or activation dimension.
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The Circumplex model of Affect establishes that emotions are not inde-

pendent but related as shown in Figure 2.7.

• Plutchik [103] presents a 2-dimensional wheel of emotions that shows

Valence on the vertical axis and Arousal on the horizontal axis. The

wheel shows emotions in concentric circles with the innermost emotions

being derivatives of the eight fundamental emotions, then the eight fun-

damental emotions and finally combinations of the primary emotions

on the outermost parts of the wheel.

The wheel shows how related emotions are according to their posi-

Figure 2.8: A graphical representation of the Plutchik’s whell of emotions.
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tions on the wheel. Figure 2.8 shows the wheel of emotions proposed

by Plutchik.

• Russell and Mehrabian [113] also present a 3-dimensional emotion model

made up of Valence/Pleasure, Arousal, and Dominance as the third di-

mension. Arousal and Valence, as postulated in the 2-D, represent how

pleasant/unpleasant or active/inactive an emotion is respectively.

The third dimension of Dominance describes the degree to which expe-

riencers had control over their emotions.

2.2.3 Emotion detection approaches

Rule construction approach

The rule-based approach outlines major grammatical and logical rules to fol-

low in order to detect emotions from documents. Rules for few documents

may be easily created; however, with large amounts of documents, complexi-

ties may result. The rule construction approach encompasses keyword recog-

nition and lexical affinity methods.

The keyword recognition method deals with the construction or the use

of emotion dictionaries or lexicons. There are numerous keyword recogni-

tion dictionaries, notable among them are the WordNet-Affect [122], EmoSen-

ticNet [106], DepecheMood [121], SentiWord Net dictionaries [42] and the NRC

VAD Lexicon [89]. These emotion lexicons contain emotion search words or

keywords; the task is to find occurrences of these search words in a written

text at the sentence level. Once the keyword is identified within the sentence,

a label is assigned to the sentence.
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This approach though simple and straightforward faces challenges, in-

cluding the need for an emotion dictionary to contain reasonable number of

emotion categories, since limited keywords can greatly affect the performance

of the approach among ambiguity of keywords and the lack of linguistic in-

formation.

The lexical affinity method augments the keyword recognition method.

This is because aside from the identification of keywords, random emotion

words are assigned a probabilistic affinity. The lexical affinity is responsible

for this second stage of assigning probabilistic affinities to the random emo-

tion words. The word "good" for instance, may be assigned a probabilistic

affinity of "positive," "angry" may be assigned a "negative" affinity, and so on.

The drawback associated with this probabilistic affinity assignment is that

it does not fully represent the various categories of emotions but rather re-

duces them into two extremes states. Also, this approach can lead to in-

accuracies in the classification of emotions depending on the context of the

assigned words.

These drawbacks often necessitate the need for using other approaches for

detecting emotions in texts.

The machine learning approach

The machine learning approach solves the emotion detection problem by clas-

sifying texts into various emotion categories through the implementation of

machine learning algorithms. The detection is often carried out using a su-

pervised or an unsupervised machine learning technique.

Canales et al. [22] showed that supervised machine learning algorithms
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have been widely implemented in text-based emotion detection problems and

have offered comparatively better detection rates than in problems where un-

supervised machine learning techniques were implemented. However, through-

out this survey, it’s possible to observe that not only have the widely explored

techniques been unsupervised but also traditional.

These traditional unsupervised machine learning techniques such as the

support vector machine, naive Bayes, conditional random fields, and so on,

are not as robust and do not explicitly extract the semantic information rele-

vant for effectively detecting emotions in texts [57]. Recently, supervised deep

learning models are being adopted as machine learning approaches to detect

emotions from texts.

The implementation of these techniques to texts-based emotion detection

problems has been seen to outperform techniques that implemented tradi-

tional unsupervised machine learning techniques [7].

Hybrid approach

The hybrid approach combines the rule-construction and the machine learn-

ing approaches into a unified model. Thus, drawing from the strength of both

approaches while concealing their associated limitations, this approach has a

higher probability of transcending the other two approaches individually.

However, in conducting this survey, it was identified that most systems

that employed this approach implemented a rule engine together with a tra-

ditional unsupervised machine learning technique [26, 60] resulting in satis-

factory results.

With unsupervised deep learning architectures performing better in recent
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advancements, hybrid models implementing an unsupervised deep learning

technique together with standard rules may perform comparatively better as

highlighted by references [64].

However, there remains the need to obtain the most effective deep learning

technique to enhance performance in the hybrid approach since the approach

relies heavily on the particular type of deep learning technique used.



Chapter 3
Algorithms, Frameworks and Tools

In this chapter I describe algorithms, frameworks and tools, used in the re-

search projects I worked on during my PhD.

In particular spaCy an open source framework for NLP used in both NetME

and EmotWion, TAGME a powerful tool that is able to identify on-the-fly

meaningful short-phrases in an unstructured text and OntoTAGME a custom

TAGME version, which uses biological and biomedical ontologies suitable to

perform annotations on text coming from scientific papers, which was used

for the development of NetME.

3.1 spaCy

spaCy is an open source framework for NLP written in Python, designed specif-

ically for production use and helps you build applications that process and

"understand" large volumes of text. It can be used to build information ex-

traction or natural language understanding systems, or to pre-process text for

deep learning.

44
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spaCy provides a variety of linguistic annotations to give you insights into

a text’s grammatical structure. This includes the word types, like the parts of

speech, and how the words are related to each other. For English language

there are trained models to download for a wealth of NLP tasks.

One of the ideas behind spaCy though is that their untrained models, con-

sisting of deep, convolutional neural networks for the most common NLP

tasks, can be used to train a model in any language [3]. Custom pipeline

components, designed for the specific task at hand, can also be added to the

pipeline, which was important for this work, since models from other frame-

works were used and then wrapped by a custom spaCy component, thereby

integrating these frameworks with the spaCy pipeline.

Figure 3.1 shows an image of the spaCy pipeline. It consists of prepro-

cessing (tokenization), POS-tagging, dependency parsing and named entity

recognition [2].

Figure 3.1: spaCy Language Processing Pipeline.

The advantages of having a single pipeline to separate models for each

NLP task is that you get all the resulting data and features in one single doc

object, which can then be used for customized tasks downstream, for instance

relation extraction.

Processing raw text intelligently is difficult: most words are rare, and it’s

common for words that look completely different to mean almost the same
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thing. The same words in a different order can mean something completely

different. While it’s possible to solve some problems starting from only the

raw characters, it’s usually better to use linguistic knowledge to add useful

information. That’s exactly what spaCy is designed to do, from raw text, and

get back a Doc object, that comes with a variety of annotations. The functions

used in the NetME project are described below.

Part of speech (POS) tagging

After tokenization, spaCy can parse and tag a given Doc. This is where the

trained pipeline and its statistical models come in, which enable spaCy to

make predictions of which tag or label most likely applies in this context.

A trained component includes binary data that is produced by showing

a system enough examples for it to make predictions that generalize across

the language, for example, a word following "the" in English is most likely a

noun. Linguistic annotations are available as Token attributes; like many NLP

libraries, spaCy encodes all strings to hash values to reduce memory usage

and improve efficiency.

Morphology

Inflectional morphology is the process by which a root form of a word is

modified by adding prefixes or suffixes that specify its grammatical function

but do not change its part-of-speech; a lemma (root form) is inflected (modi-

fied/combined) with one or more morphological features to create a surface

form.

For languages with relatively simple morphological systems like English,
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spaCy can assign morphological features through a rule-based approach, which

uses the token text and fine-grained part-of-speech tags to produce coarse-

grained part-of-speech tags and morphological features.

• The part-of-speech tagger assigns each token a fine-grained part-of-

speech tag. In the API, these tags are known as Token.tag. They express

the part-of-speech, for example verb, and some amount of morphologi-

cal information, for example that the verb is past tense.

• For words whose coarse-grained POS is not set by a prior process, a

mapping table maps the fine-grained tags to a coarse-grained POS tags

and morphological features.

Lemmatization

The Lemmatizer is a pipeline component that provides lookup and rule-based

lemmatization methods in a configurable component. An individual language

can extend the Lemmatizer as part of its language data.

For pipelines without a tagger or morphologizer, a lookup lemmatizer can

be added to the pipeline as long as a lookup table is provided. The lookup

lemmatizer looks up the token surface form in the lookup table without ref-

erence to the token’s part-of-speech or context.

Dependency parser

spaCy features a fast and accurate syntactic dependency parser, and has a rich

API for navigating the tree; the parser also powers the sentence boundary

detection, and allows to iterate over base noun phrases, or "chunks".
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Figure 3.2: spaCy example of syntactic dependency tree.

spaCy uses the terms head and child to describe the words connected by a

single arc in the dependency tree as described in Figure 3.2.

The term dep is used for the arc label, which describes the type of syntactic

relation that connects the child to the head. As with other attributes, the value

of .dep is a hash value.

Because the syntactic relations form a tree, every word has exactly one

head, it’s possible to iterate over the arcs in the tree by iterating over the

words in the sentence.

3.2 NLTK

The Natural Language Toolkit, or more commonly NLTK [81], is a suite of

libraries and programs for symbolic and statistical NLP for English written in

the Python programming language.

NLTK is a leading platform for building Python programs to work with hu-

man language data and includes graphical demonstrations and sample data.
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It provides easy-to-use interfaces to over 50 corpora and lexical resources such

as WordNet, along with a suite of text processing libraries for classification,

tokenization, stemming, tagging, parsing, and semantic reasoning, wrappers

for industrial-strength NLP libraries, and an active discussion forum.

Thanks to a hands-on guide introducing programming fundamentals along-

side topics in computational linguistics, plus comprehensive API documenta-

tion, NLTK is suitable for linguists, engineers, students, educators, researchers,

and industry users alike.

The functions used in the NetME and EmotWion project are described be-

low

Tokenization

Tokenizing means splitting the text. Tokenizing can split paragraphs into

sentences, sentences into words, and words in characters. With NLTK we

perform two types of tokenizing.

• Sentence tokenizing takes a text or paragraph string text as an argument

and looks for the full stops punctuation symbols (.) in the text and split

according to it.

• Word tokenizing split the text on basis of spaces, special type characters

and etc.

Stopwords detection

Stopwords are words which does not add much meaning to a sentence they

are contributed to it but had not much importance and during NLP, for better

results, is recommended to remove they.
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Example of some common stopwords are "the", "a", "he" and etc. To re-

move the stopwords from text or sentences there is a stopword class in NLTK.

Part of speech (POS) tagging

As already seen in the spaCy framework, POS tagging it’s a method that as-

signed a label to every word in a text to indicate a part of speech e.g tenses,

numbers, nouns, verb, adverbs, adjectives, pronouns, conjunction, and their

sub-categories and etc.

POS tagging in NLTK is performed using the "pos_tag" function, which

returns pairs of labeled tokens with the relative POS tag

3.3 TAGME

TAGME [44] annotates, on-the-fly and with high precision/recall, short text

with pertinent hyperlinks to Wikipedia articles. TAGME uses Wikipedia anchor

texts as spots and the pages linked to them in Wikipedia as their possible

meanings.

The authors employ Wikipedia as corpus because of ever-expanding pages

number. In addition, it enriches texts with explanatory links to provide struc-

tured knowledge about any unstructured fragment of text. So any task that

is currently addressed with bags of words-indexing could use these links to

draw a vast network of concepts and their inter-relations. The anchor for a

Wikipedia page p is the text used in another Wikipedia page to point to p. All

the anchors composed by one character or just numbers have been discarded

because these could be unsuitable for annotation and probably misleading for

disambiguation.
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To solve ambiguity and polysemy, Tagme tries to disambiguate each an-

chor ”a” in ”AT” (set of all anchors occurring in the input text ”T”) by com-

puting a score for each possible meaning ”pa” of ”a” through a new notation

of "collective agreement" between "pa" and the possible meanings of all other

anchors detected in ”T”.

Where ”pa” in ”Pg(a)” (set of all Wikipedia pages linked by ”a”). Therefore,

for each other anchor ”b” in AT − a is computed its vote to the annotation

”a”− > ”pa”. Since ”b” could have several meanings, TAGME compute the

vote as the average relatedness between each meaning ”pb” of the anchor ”b”

and the meaning ”pa” that should be associated to the anchor ”a”.

However, not all possible meanings of ”b” have the same significance,

so TAGME weight the contribution of ”pb” by means of its commonness

”Pr(pb|b)”. The formula used to compute the vote is:

∑
pb∈Pg(b)

rel(pb, pa) ∗ Pr(pb|b)|Pg(b)| (3.1)

When ”b” is unambiguous, the vote b(pa) = rel(pb, pa) because the product

between ”Pr(pb|b)” and ”|Pg(b)|” is equal to one. But if ”b” is polysemous,

only the meanings ”pb” related to ”pa” will affect the vote ”b(pa)”. The total

score rela(pa) for the "goodness" of the annotation ”a− > pa” is computed as

the sum of the votes given to it by all other anchors ”b” detected in the input

text.

To disambiguate ”a”, the best annotation ”a− > pa” is selected through

two ranking algorithms combination: Disambiguation by Classifier (DC) and

Disambiguation by Threshold (DT).
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DC uses a classifier with the score ”rela(pa)”, and the commonness ”Pr(pa|a)”

as features to compute a "probability of correct disambiguation" for all mean-

ings pa ∈ Pg(a). Among all these meanings, DC selects the ”pa” reporting

the highest classification score.

Instead, DT recognizes a roughness in the value of ”rela(pa)” among all

pa ∈ Pg(a), so it computes the top-best meanings p’ in Pg(a) according to

their ”rela(p′)”, and then annotates ”a” with the means that obtains the high-

est commonness among them.

The set ”M(AT)” of candidates produced by the Disambiguation Phase

has to be pruned in order to remove improper anchors "a". The "bad anchors"

are detected via a novel scoring function based on only two features: the

link probability ”lp(a)” of the anchor "a" and the coherence of its candidate

annotation ”a− > pa” with respect to the candidate annotations of the other

anchors in ”M(AT)”.

Where ”lp(a)” is defined as the ratio between the number of times the text

”a” occurs as an anchor in Wikipedia (”link(a)”) and the number of times the

text a occurs in Wikipedia as an anchor or not (” f req(a)”).

Instead, the coherence is the average relatedness between the candidate

meaning ”pa” for ”a” and the candidate meaning ”pb” for all other anchors

”b” in ”T”. The objective is to keep all anchors whose link probability is high

or whose assigned sense (page) is coherent with the senses (pages) assigned

to the other anchors in M(AT).

At the end of pruned procedure, we obtain the best anchors set to the Text

T submit from the user.
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3.4 OntoTAGME

TAGME [44] is a state-of-the-art entity linker for annotating Wikipedia pages

mentioned in an input text. The tool searches for sequences of words (spots)

that can be linked to pertinent Wikipedia pages (entities) that explain those

words in that context. The use of Wikipedia as corpus allows to enrich texts

with explanatory links in order to provide a structured knowledge for any

unstructured fragment of the text. These links are then used for drawing a

network of relationships among the extracted spots.

To mitigate ambiguity and polysemy, TAGME computes a ρ value ∈ [0, 1]

for each Spot-Entity (Node) association, and keeps only those ones having

the ρ value higher than an established user threshold. This value estimates

Figure 3.3: An example of error encountered during TAGME annotation procedure
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the "goodness" of the annotation compared to other possible associations in

the input text. A suitable use of ρ ensures the highest accordance among the

extracted spots.

Due to the topics-generality of the Wikipedia corpus used by TAGME, sev-

eral non-biological spots could be extracted during the annotation procedure

as shown in Figure 3.3.

To overcome this limitation, we developed a customized version of TAGME,

called OntoTAGME, which makes use of several ontology and literature databases,

such as: GeneOntology (GO) [29], DiseaseOntology (DO) [116], PathwayOntol-

ogy (PW) [101], BRENDA tissue /enzyme source (BTO) [53], ProteinOntology

(PRO) [93], Anatomical Entity Ontology (AEO) [12], Phenotype And Trait On-

tology (PATO) [133], Cell Ontology (CL) [34], Cell Line Ontology (CLO) [114],

DrugBank [136], DisGeNET [102], HGNC [51], ENSEMBL [15], CIViC [54], and

PharmGKB [134].

The usage of topic-specific ontology databases ensures reduced disam-

biguation errors and therefore yields highly reliable knowledge graphs infer-

ence.

The integration consisted of releasing a new intermediate Python layer

(Python Parser in Figure 3.4), and a customized two-steps procedure (Wikipedia

Adapter module in Figure 3.4) for converting ontology databases in a Wikipedia-

like structure.

The Python layer transforms a generic ontology or database in a list of CSV

files: pages.csv, pageslink.csv and category.csv. The pages.csv stores the name of

each biological element, and all possible synonyms. The pageslink.csv contains

all the relationships among the nodes of the ontology. Finally, the category.csv

has the type of each element extracted from the ontology or database entry
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(i.e Genes, Diseases, Drugs).

Next, a two steps procedure is triggered to convert each row of the page.csv

file into an XML file containing a unique ID generated by our system, the

name (title), type (category) and the description (page’s body) of the consid-

ered biological element. Since an element j could have several linked pages

"LPs" (i.e. DOID:0002116 is a DOID:10124), or redirected pages "RPs" due

to synonyms (CD147 is a synonym of BSG), the process generates a tuple⟨︁
uniqueIDj, uniqueIDk

⟩︁
for each element k belonging to LPs, and a tuple⟨︁

uniqueIDj, uniqueIDi
⟩︁

for each element i belonging to RPs. These tuples are

then stored in the SQL files "wiki-latest-pagelinks" and "wiki-latest-redirect",

respectively.

Finally, the SQL and XML files are used to generate the complete Onto-

TAGME

Wikipedia Adapter

page

CSV

pagelinks

CSV

category

CSV

Python Parser

OBO Foundry

HGNC Ensembl

DrugBank DisGeNET

OWL

OBO

Other

Format

Figure 3.4: OntoTAGME pipeline architecture
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TAGME network. It contains 331 thousand of main nodes, 700 thousand of

synonyms, and 4 million of relationships.

Ontology Databases

In order to build the OntoTAGME annotation networks we used the following

nine ontology and six bio-databases.

DrugBank [136] contains data about drugs name, drugs synonyms, drug-

drug interaction, and other comprehensive drug-target information. The database

release used in our project is the v5.1 which contains 13, 367 drugs entries, in-

cluding 2, 611 approved small molecule drugs, 1, 300 approved biotech (pro-

tein/peptide) drugs, 130 nutraceuticals and over 6, 315 experimental drugs.

Additionally, 5, 155 non-redundant protein (i.e. drug target/enzyme/trans-

porter/carrier) sequences are linked to these drug entries.

HGNC (HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee) [51] assigns unique and in-

formative gene symbols and names to human genes. Standardized HGNC

approved nomenclature is used in publications and biomedical databases to

remove ambiguity and facilitate communication between researchers world-

wide. The last database release contains more than 40, 000 approved gene

symbols of which over 19, 000 are for protein-coding genes.

The HGNC also names a set of small and long non-coding RNA genes and

pseudo-genes (659 since 2017). The genes are grouped on the basis of several

shared characteristics such as homology, associated phenotype and encoded

protein function.
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ENSEMBL [15] contains genome annotation (i.e genes, variation, regulation

and comparative genomics) across the vertebrate sub-phylum and key model

organisms. This tool is also able to compute multiple alignments, predicts

regulatory function and collects disease data. The last complete version of

the ENSEMBL database has been downloaded through their FTP service, and

then integrated in OntoTAGME thanks to Python Parser layer. All data in

ENSEMBL are used in combination with those coming from HGNC to detect

Genes name and symbols within a text.

DisGeNET [102] contains collections of genes and variants associated with

human diseases. It integrates data from scientific literature, GWAS catalogues,

expert curated repositories and animal models. Additionally, several original

metrics are provided to assist the prioritization of genotype–phenotype rela-

tionships. DisGeNET releases two types of databases, Gene-Disease Associa-

tions and Variant-Gene Associations.

CIViC [54] is an expert-crowd-sourced knowledge-base for Clinical Inter-

pretation of Variants in Cancer describing the therapeutic, prognostic, diag-

nostic and predisposing relevance of inherited and somatic variants of all

types. CIViC is committed to open-source code, open-access content, public

application programming interfaces (APIs) and provenance of supporting ev-

idence to allow for the transparent creation of current and accurate variant

interpretations for use in cancer precision medicine.

PharmGKB [134] is an interactive tool for researchers investigating how ge-

netic variation affects drug response. It displays genotype, molecular, and
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clinical knowledge integrated into pathway representations and Very Impor-

tant Pharmacogene (VIP) summaries with links to additional external re-

sources. A user may search and browse the knowledge-base by genes, drugs,

diseases, and pathways through the website: http://www.pharmgkb.org).

Obofoundry [120] is the Open Biological and Biomedical Ontology (OBO)

Foundry. It provides well-formed and scientifically accurate ontology thanks

to the collaboration of ontology developers. They contribute to develop an

evolving set of principles and common syntax based on ontology models that

ensure the proper functioning of the system. In NetME, we use the following

list of ontology:

• GeneOntology (GO) [29] project provides a uniform way to describe the

functions of gene products from organisms across all kingdoms of life

and thereby enable analysis of genomic data. it contains more than

ontology name nodes number edges number
go 43917 142086

doid 10862 29938
pr 326811 846366
pw 2619 6210
cl 10809 34410

clo 44712 91966
aeo 248 523
bto 6515 9378

pato 4610 13027

Table 3.1: Number of nodes and edges for each ontology used in OntoTAGME

http://www.pharmgkb.org
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44 thousand GO terms, 8 millions of annotations, 1.5 millions of gene

products and nearly 5 thousand species.

• Human Disease Ontology (DO) [116] is a standardized ontology for hu-

man disease with the purpose of providing the biomedical community

with consistent, reusable and sustainable descriptions of human dis-

ease terms, phenotype characteristics and related medical vocabulary

disease.

• Pathway ontology (PW) [101] is a controlled vocabulary for pathways that

provides standard terms for the annotation of gene products.

• Protein Ontology (PRO) [93] defines taxon-specific and taxon-neutral protein-

related entities in three major areas: proteins related by evolution; pro-

teins produced from a given gene; and protein-containing complexes.

• BRENDA tissue / enzyme source (BTO) [53] is a structured controlled

vocabulary for the source of an enzyme comprising tissues, cell lines,

cell types and cell cultures.

• Anatomical Entity Ontology (AEO) [12] is an ontology of anatomical struc-

tures that expands CARO, the Common Anatomy Reference Ontology,

to about 160 classes using the is_a relationship; it thus provides a de-

tailed type classification for tissues. The AEO is useful in increasing the

amount of knowledge in anatomy ontology, facilitating annotation and

enabling interoperability across anatomy ontology.

• Phenotype And Trait Ontology (PATO) [133] is used in conjunction with

other ontologies such as GO or anatomical ontology to refer to pheno-
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types. Examples of qualities are red, ectopic, high temperature, fused,

small, edematous and arrested.

• Cell Ontology (CL) [34] is designed as a structured controlled vocabu-

lary for cell types. This ontology covers cell types from prokaryotes to

mammals. However, it excludes plant cell types. One of the main uses

of the CL is to describe samples used in transcriptomic and functional

genomics studies, such as FANTOM5, ENCODE and LINCS.

• Cell Line Ontology (CLO) [114] is a community-driven ontology that is

developed to standardize and integrate cell line information and support

computer-assisted reasoning.

The data relating to the number of nodes and relationships extracted from

each mentioned ontology have been listed in table 3.1

3.5 NRC VAD Lexicon

The NRC Valence, Arousal, and Dominance Lexicon is used as a comparison

dictionary in the EmotWion project for the classification of emotions.

It includes a list of more than 20,000 English words and their valence,

arousal, and dominance scores, manually annotated. For a given word and

a dimension (V/A/D), the scores range from 0 (lowest V/A/D) to 1 (highest

V/A/D).

To build this lexicon was used a comparative annotation technique called

Best-Worst Scaling (BWS) [82] to obtain fine-grained scores and address issues

of annotation consistency that plague traditional rating scale methods of an-

notation. In NRC VAD Lexicon are annotated commonly used English terms,
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especially terms that denotate or connotate emotions and terms common in

Twitter’s tweet. Specifically, the sources used are:

• All terms in the NRC Emotion Lexicon [90]. It has about 14,000 words

with labels indicating whether they are associated with any of the eight

basic emotions: anger, anticipation, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise,

and trust.

• All 4,206 terms in the positive and negative lists of the General Inquirer

[52].

• All 1,061 terms listed in ANEW [17].

• All 13,915 terms listed in the Warriner et al. [131] lexicon.

• 520 words from the Roget’s Thesaurus categories corresponding to the

eight basic Plutchik emotions.

• About 1000 high-frequency content terms, including emoticons, from

the Hashtag Emotion Corpus (HEC) [88]

The union of the above sets resulted in 20,007 terms that were then anno-

tated for valence, arousal, and dominance.

To annotate the words, questionnaire were created in which the annotating

user was asked to select the word with the highest and lowest valence, arousal

or dominance value from a set of 4 words.

The questionnaire uses a set of paradigm words that signify the two ends

of the valence dimension. The paradigm words were taken from past litera-

ture on VAD [17, 112], e.g. [Q1: Which of the four words below is associated
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with the MOST valence value happiness / pleasure / positiveness / satisfac-

tion / contentedness / hopefulness OR LEAST valence value unhappiness /

annoyance / negativeness / dissatisfaction / melancholy / despair? (Four

words listed as options.)]

Authors showed that NRC VAD Lexicon has split-half reliability scores of

0.95 for valence, 0.90 for arousal, and 0.90 for dominance. These scores are

markedly higher than that of existing lexicons.

Dimension Word H Score Word L Score
valence love 1.000 toxic 0.008

happy 1.000 nightmare 0.005
happily 1.000 shit 0.000

arousal abduction 0.990 mellow 0.069
exorcism 0.980 siesta 0.046
homicide 0.973 napping 0.046

dominance powerful 0.991 empty 0.081
leadership 0.983 frail 0.069
success 0.981 weak 0.045

Table 3.2: A set of terms from NRC VAD Lexicon. In this table are reported terms

with the highest (H) and lowest (L) valence (V), arousal (A), and dominance

(D) scores.



Chapter 4
NetME

This chapter is organized as follows.

Section 4.1 introduces NetME system together with its components.

Section 4.2 provides the technical details of the back-end and the front-end

of NetME.

Section 4.3 reports three different case studies that allow evaluating NetME’s

prediction qualitatively.

The first one is a comparison with the web application Hetionet, using

SemRep software as ground truth.

The second case study is focused on: (i) recovering known gene interac-

tions; (ii) avoid false-negative ones. For this purpose, we selected a subset

of gene-gene interactions in KEGG/Reactome [72, 71, 70, 43] by making use

of STRING API. More precisely, such interactions were obtained by selecting

100 random gene-gene interactions (manually curated in KEGG or Reactome

database) for each of the following STRING text-mining score intervals: 500-

600,600-700, 700-800, 800-900, >= 900. Next, we selected the first 100 pairs

63
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of non-interacting genes from the Negatome 2.0 database [16, 119] in order

to understand if NetME can avoid false-negative interactions. The experiment

yielded accuracy values from 58% when the STRING text-mining score is in

[500, 600] interval, to 84% when the value of such a score is higher than 900.

Whereas, the third case study is focused on building a CD147-genes in-

teraction network through selected papers containing valuable information

about CD147 gene. We compared the network returned by NetME against

a manually-curated network derived from these selected papers. The exper-

iment yielded 98% sensitivity and 100% specificity. Therefore, both experi-

ments clearly showed the high reliability of NetME inferred networks.

Moreover, we have also assessed the NetME performance for inferring

CD147-diseases interactions by selecting 100 random interactions from Dis-

GeNET, and the same abstracts used by DisGeNET for inferring these interac-

tions. NetME detected 63 True Positive values out of 100, revealing a sensitiv-

ity of 63%

4.1 The NetME Model

A Knowledge Graph (also known as a semantic network) is a systematic way

to connect information and data to knowledge. It represents a collection of

interlinked descriptions of entities, real-world objects, and events, or abstract

concepts, obtained from knowledge-bases such as ontologies (O1, O2, · · · , Ok).

Basically, a semantic network is defined as a graph G = (V, E) where entities

are in V, and relationships in E. Each relation represents a connection between

entities of one (intra-relationship) or more (inter-relationship) ontologies [94].

Therefore, there might exist a relation e = (v1, v2) ∈ E where v1 ∈ Oi and
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v2 ∈ Oj with i ̸= j.

An ontology is a formal description of knowledge as a set of domain-based

concepts in relationships among them. As a result, the ontology does not only

introduce a shareable and reusable knowledge representation, but it can also

provide new knowledge about the considered domain [137].

NetME builds a biomedical knowledge graph starting from a set of n doc-

uments obtained through a query to the PubMed database. Papers can be

sorted by relevance (default) or publication date. Users can also provide a list

of PMCID/PMID or a set of PDF documents. The inferred network contains

biological elements (i.e., genes, diseases, drugs, enzymes) as nodes and edges

as possible relationships.

In Figure 4.1 we outline the architecture of NetME. The user provides the

query terms to perform the search on PubMed, and she may directly provide

PDFs or PMCIDs/PMIDs of other pertinent documents.

search parametersarticles sources

eSearch API

eFetch API

articles list

text preprocessing annotator API text filtering

- DrugBank

- HGNG

- Ensemble

- Disgenet

- OBO Foundry

biological databases

custom TAGME

POS tagging

Network data {JSON}

display datadisplay data

Figure 4.1: NetME pipeline architecture
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Then NetME begins to create the network as follows:

1. First, OntoTAGME converts the full-text of the input documents into a

list of entities (nodes) using literature databases and ontologies (such as

GeneOntology [29], DrugBank [136], DisGeNET [102], and Obofoundry [120])

as corpus. These entities will be the knowledge graph nodes. Note that,

Obofoundry contains a several ontologies, but only the following have

been currently used in our model: GO, DO, PW, BTO, PRO, AEO, PATO,

CL and CLO.

2. Next, in the first release of NetME [91] a NLTK [81] bottom-up and

top-down approach were employed for building the syntactic tree of

each document sentence, and to infer the relations among nodes. Start-

ing from second release of NetME, an NLP model based on Python

spaCy [62], and NLTK libraries, is executed to infer the relations among

nodes entity-nodes belonging to the same sentence (Si) or to the adjacent

ones (Si, Si+1) of the same document. Such relationships indicate dis-

ease treatment, genes regulations, molecular functions, gene-gene inter-

actions, gene-disease interactions, gene-drug interactions, drug-disease

interactions, disease-disease interactions and drug-drug interactions.

The final network will contain both directed and undirected edges accord-

ing to the predictions made by the model. At the end of the process, the

network will be rendered through CytoscapeJS. The following two subsections

provide the details of these two phases.
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4.1.1 Network edge inference

Once the network nodes have been extracted the system will annotate their

position and their main characteristics within the text. The system capture the

significant elements in each sentence, by making use of the parts of speech

(POS tags), then through a syntactic analysis it verify the coherence of the

extracted elements. Indeed, sentences have an internal organization that can

be represented using a tree. Solving a syntax analysis problem for a sentence

consists of looking for predefined syntactic forms which, like a tree, branch

out from the single words.

The main syntactic form is the sentence (S) which contains noun phrases

(NP) or verb phrases (VP) that are formed by further elementary syntactic

forms such as nouns (N), verbs (V), determiners (DET), etc (see Table 4.2). All

these information will be used by the textual analysis phase to infer relations

between them.

In the first release of NetME [91] a NLTK left-corner parser approach,

which integrates both the bottom-up and the top-down approaches, were

employed for building the syntactic tree of each document sentence. First,

a left-corner parser pre-processes the context-free grammar to build a table

where each row contains two cells. The first one holds a non-terminal cate-

gory, and the second cell holds the collection of possible left corners of that

non-terminal; e.g. in a grammar production like S −→ NP VP, we store S as

non-terminal category and NP as possible left corner. Next, it parses each

phrase higher syntactic forms, filtering the results starting from the smallest

text units.

Starting from the second version of NetME, were adopted a more per-
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forming approach, to check the syntactic coherence and build the syntactic

tree. A transition-based dependency parser is used. The dependency parser

component inside the spaCy library jointly learns sentence segmentation and

labelled dependency parsing. The parser uses a variant of the non-monotonic

arc-eager transition-system [61], with the addition of a break transition to

perform the sentence segmentation. Nivre’s [97] pseudo-projective depen-

dency transformation is also used to allow the parser to predict non-projective

parses.

The parser is trained through an imitation learning objective. It follows

the actions predicted by the current weights and, at each state, it determines

which actions are compatible with the optimal parse that could be reached

from the current state. The weights are updated in a way that the scores

assigned to the set of optimal actions is increased, while scores assigned to

other actions are decreased. Note that more than one action may be optimal

for a given state.

Once OntoTAGME have extracted the set of nodes n1, . . . , nz from a list of

N full-text documents [p1, p2, . . . , pN], the edge inference module of NetME

(developed on top of the Python library NLTK [81] and spaCy [62]) starts to

establish any verbal relationships between those pairs of nodes. When two or

more nodes are detected within a sentence or adjacent sentences, the syntactic

analyzer extracts the parts of speech and syntactic dependencies within the

sentence. For each sentence we then get a set of labelled tokens lt1, lt2 . . . , ltki .

Each token is a tuple of the following form {token, POS, dependency_label},

where POS and Dependency label are valued with the data present in Ta-

ble 4.2.

Irrelevant POS are filtered out (stop-words, URLs, etc.), we keep only the
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useful verb forms and the nodes which correspond to the noun parts. A final

pruning phase is also executed in which we use: (i) POS tag labels and de-

pendency labels to check if the syntactic link between the verb form and the

annotations is correct and consistent, as described in the Figure 4.2; (ii) a dic-

tionary of biological verb forms to check if they are pertinent. The surviving

nodes and verb forms will allow to generate network edges.

In our final network, each edge e = (a, b) is weighted with three pa-

rameters: the term frequency and inverse document frequency (tf.idf), the

medium relatedness (mrho) and the biological degree (bio). More specifically,

tf.idf is a measure of how much information the edge provides, namely if

it is common or rare across all input documents. In formula, we compute

CD147 

PROPN

(nominal subject)

 regulates

VERB

(ROOT)

several 

ADJ

(adjectival modifier)

 VEGF

PROPN

(compound)

 isoforms

NOUN

(direct object)

and 

CCONJ

(coordinating conjunction)

placental 

ADJ

(adjectival modifier)
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(compound)
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(conjunct)
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(appositional modifier)

nsubj

amod
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cc
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NOUN PART NOUN PART NOUN PART
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Figure 4.2: NetME example of POS extraction and coherence checking. Process

described for the sentence [...] CD147 regulates several VEGF isoforms and pla-

cental growth factor (PLGF), and it has unique effects on trophoblastic function.[...].

Through OntoTAGME we detect the spots [“BSG”, “VEGFA”, “PGF”]. After

the syntactic analysis, three noun parts are identified (the phrase spots, high-

lighted via orange segments): two of them (“VEGF” and “PLGF”) have a joint

relationship with the first (“CD147”). The verbal part is the root between the

two pairs of nouns (“CD147” - “VEGF”), (CD147 - “PLGF”).
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t f .id f (e, p, P) = t f (e, p) ∗ id f (e, P).

Where, term frequency t f (e, p) is the frequency of edge e, is defined as

t f (e, p) = fe,p/∑e′∈p fe′ ,p, with fe,p representing the number of times that edge

e occurs in paper p. The inverse document frequency id f (e, P) is a measure

of how much information the edge e provides. It is defined as id f (e, P) =

logN/|{p∈P:e∈p}|, where N is the number of documents analyzed by the query

such that N = |P|, and |{p ∈ P : e ∈ p}| is the number of documents where

the edge e appears. The parameter mrho measures the relatedness of the labels

starting from the ρ value assigned by OntoTAGME to the two annotations

involved, i.e. mrho(e) = ρa∗ρb
2 . The bio-parameter is the cosine similarity

(having a value ranging from 0 to 1) between the inferred relationship and a

set of biological verb forms (see Table 4.1). Figure 4.3 provides an example of

such an annotation.

Verb Forms
activate downregulate reduce
affect enhance regulate
associates express release
block find reveal
cause inactivate stimulate
contain increase trigger
control induce ubiquitination
decrease interacts upregulates
detect overexpress
display produce

Table 4.1: List of biological verb forms used in NetME
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Annotations

Papers

[...] CD147 regulates 

several VEGF isofor

ms and placental 

growth factor 

(PLGF), and it has 

unique effects on 

trophoblastic 

function.[...]

{ annotations : 

 [

  { spot:  “CD147”, word: “BSG”, rho: 0.5 },

  { spot:  “VEGF”, word: “VEGFA”, rho: 0.67 },

  { spot:  “PLGF”, word: “PGF”, rho: 0.5 }

 ]

}

Edges
{ edges : 

 [

  { source: “BSG”, edge: “regulate”, target: “VEGFA”, weight: 0.056, mrho: 0.50, bio: 0 },

  { source: “BSG”, edge: “regulate”, target: “PGF”, weight: 0.111, mrho: 0.58, bio: 0 }

 ]

}

Figure 4.3: Example of annotation of the sentence [...] CD147 regulates several

VEGF isoforms and placental growth factor (PLGF), and it has unique effects on

trophoblastic function.[...]. Through OntoTAGME we detect the spots [“BSG”,

“VEGFA”, “PGF”], and after the syntactic analysis and noise reduction steps,

we detect two valid edges: [“BSG”, “regulate”, “VEGFA”] and [“BSG”, “reg-

ulate”, “PGF”]. Note that "regulate" is a biological verb forms and it has bio

parameter set to 0.
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POS tag Dependency label
Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning

ADD email acl
clausal modifier of noun (adjectival

clause)
AFX affix acomp adjectival complement
CC conjunction, coordinating advcl adverbial clause modifier
CD cardinal number advmod adverbial modifier
DT determiner agent agent
EX existential there amod adjectival modifier
FW foreign word appos appositional modifier
HYPH punctuation mark, hyphen attr attribute

IN
conjunction, subordinating or prepo-

sition
aux auxiliary

JJ adjective auxpass auxiliary (passive)
JJR adjective, comparative case case marking
JJS adjective, superlative cc coordinating conjunction
LS list item marker ccomp clausal complement
MD verb, modal auxiliary compound compound
NFP superfluous punctuation conj conjunct
NN noun, singular or mass csubj clausal subject
NNP noun, proper singular csubjpass clausal subject (passive)
NNPS noun, proper plural dative dative
NNS noun, plural dep unclassified dependent
PDT predeterminer det determiner
POS possessive ending dobj direct object
PRP pronoun, personal expl expletive
PRP$ pronoun, possessive intj interjection
RB adverb mark marker
RBR adverb, comparative meta meta modifier
RBS adverb, superlative neg negation modifier
RP adverb, particle nmod modifier of nominal
SYM symbol npadvmod noun phrase as adverbial modifier
TO infinitival "to" nsubj nominal subject
UH interjection nsubjpass nominal subject (passive)
VB verb, base form nummod numeric modifier
VBD verb, past tense oprd object predicate
VBG verb, gerund or present participle parataxis parataxis
VBN verb, past participle pcomp complement of preposition
VBP verb, non-3rd person singular present pobj object of preposition
VBZ verb, 3rd person singular present poss possession modifier
WDT wh-determiner preconj pre-correlative conjunction
WP wh-pronoun, personal predet None
WP$ wh-pronoun, possessive prep prepositional modifier
WRB wh-adverb prt particle

punct punctuation
quantmod modifier of quantifier
relcl relative clause modifier
xcomp open clausal complement

Table 4.2: List of spaCy POS tag and syntactic dependency labels.
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4.2 The annotation tool

NetME is provided with a front-end developed in PHP and Javascript, in

which the network rendering is performed through the CytoscapeJS library [46].

Its back-end, which integrates OntoTAGME, is written in Java and communi-

cates with both Python NLTK [81] and spaCy [62] libraries for the NLP module.

PubMed search is performed with the Entrez Programming Utilities [39], a set

of server-side programs providing a stable interface to the Entrez database

and to the query system at the National Center for Biotechnology Informa-

tion (NCBI).

NetME is equipped with an easy-to-use web interface providing three ma-

jor functions (see Figure 4.4): (i) PubMed query-based network annotation;

(ii) user-provided free-text network annotation; (iii) user-provided PDF docu-

ments network annotation.

In the query-based network annotation, the user provides a list of keywords,

which are employed to run a query on PubMed, or a list of article ids. The

top resulting papers are retrieved and then the network inference procedure

is run. Several parameters can be set by the user (or left with default values)

such as: the number of top article to retrieve from PubMed, and the criteria

used to sort papers (relevance or date).

In the user-provided free-text network annotation, users provide a free text

which is then input to the network inference procedure.

In the user-provided PDF documents network annotation, users give a set of

PDF documents which are then input to the network inference procedure.

The result of the network inference procedure is a direct graph (network)
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which shows all inference details in three main tables containing: the list of

extracted papers, the list of annotations, and the list of edges together with

their weight.

The user can then click on a node of the network to view all incoming and

outgoing connections, or she can click on an edge to display its type and the

verbal relation between the nodes it connects.

Figure 4.4: NetME web interface
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Figure 4.5: Network example generated by NetME. In the first top panel there

are the filtering parameters of the nodes and edges of the network. On the

top right there is a panel to enable/disable nodes, in center a panel for more

information on the selected nodes or edges, on the right instead a panel to

enable/disable the node categories.
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4.3 Experimental Analysis

To analyze the reliability of NetME knowledge graphs, we performed three

case studies.

The first one, conducted with the previous version of NetME [91], is a com-

parison with the web application Hetionet, using SemRep software as ground

truth. We built a network of 200 nodes from the Top-20 PubMed articles by

using the query SRC (Proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase).

The second case study, conducted with the second version of the NetME,

aims to providing a comprehensive analysis of NetME performance by check-

ing its ability to predict known relations between genes drawn from Kyoto En-

cyclopedia of Genes and Genomes - KEGG [72, 71, 70] or Reactome [32, 69, 31]

pathways and, on the other hand, its ability to avoid inferring false connec-

tions between proteins by using the Negatome 2.0 database [16, 119].

The third case study, also conducted with the second version of NetME,

is more specific and focuses on building a network based on some selected

publications that contain valuable information specific to the CD147 gene.

Such a network is then compared against a manually-curated one derived

from the same papers by a bio-expert. In both cases, the performance of

NetME has been measured in terms of a precision/recall curve.

4.3.1 Case study 1

In the fisrt case study we built a network by using the query SRC (Proto-

oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase), as shown in Figure 4.6.

We choose to build a network of 200 nodes from the Top-20 PubMed arti-
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cles. ρ has been set to 0.3 which are suitable to perform an interactive test.

We can observe several interesting edges between the nodes. For each

node having the gene SRC as source or destination we performed a compari-

son with HetioNet. The results are reported in table 4.4.

For a more systematic comparison using SemRep as ground-truth, we built

a network of 200 nodes from the Top-20 PubMed articles using the previous

query. ρ has been set to 0.3. Results from SemRep were obtained using the

same list of PubMed articles obtained with our query.

For each node and edge in SemRep results, we checked whether NetME

was able to infer it. The same analysis has been done using HetioNet. In this

Figure 4.6: A sample of NetME with Proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase (Src).

The partial list of edges between the nodes is reported in Table 4.4
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analysis edge labels were ignored.

Finally, all comparisons were performed in terms of Precision and Recall.

All results are showed in Table 4.3.

Our analysis, although preliminary, clearly shows that NetME has a com-

parable precision with Hetionet in terms of inferred nodes and an higher recall.

Hetionet precision is slightly higher although NetME recall is much higher in

terms of inferred edges.

NETME HetioNet
SemRep

(Ground truth)
Detected nodes 200 112 189
Valid nodes (TP) 123 61 189
Wrong nodes (FP) 77 51 −
Missing nodes (FN) 66 128 −
Precision 61.5% 54.5% −
Recall 65.1% 32.3% −
Detected edges 495 56 292
Valid edges (TP) 178 34 292
Wrong edges (FP) 317 22 −
Missing edges (FN) 114 258 −
Precision 56.2% 60.7% −
Recall 61% 11.6% −

Table 4.3: NetME vs Hetionet comparison performance results. NetME has a com-

parable precision with Hetionet in terms of inferred nodes and an higher re-

call. Concerning inferred edges, Hetionet precision is slightly higher although

NetME recall is much higher.
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Nodes
incoming edges’ labels outgoing edges’ labels

NetME HetioNet NetME HetioNet
Artesunate activate regulates, cause
CSK regulates interact regulates, interact regulate
DLC1 interact, reactivate activate interact
TNF activate regulates
CAV1 includes, binds interact interact interact
EGFR associate, include interact includes regulates
SGK1 decrease regulates
RHOA regulates regulates interact
Dasatinib binds binds inhibit binds
CASP8 inhibit activate interact
EGF upregulates regulates activate
Nsclc treat activate, include
FYN activate interact interact

Table 4.4: List of nodes and labeled edges connected with SRC

4.3.2 Case study 2

The second case study focuses on assessing NetME performance through its

capability to recover known gene interactions. For this purpose, we selected

a subset of gene-gene interactions from KEGG/Reactome by making use of

STRING API. More precisely, such interactions were obtained by selecting 100

random gene-gene interactions as a true-positive set, for each of the following

STRING text-mining score intervals: 500-600, 600-700, 700-800, 800-900, >=

900 (listed in Supplementary 1.json, Supplementary 2.json, Supplementary

3.json, Supplementary 4.json, Supplementary 5.json, files respectively. Files

are available at https://netme.tk/supplementary_material.zip).

Next, we selected 100 random pairs of non-interacting genes from the

Negatome 2.0 database as a true-negative set (listed in Table 4.5). For each

https://netme.tk/ supplementary_material.zip
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interacting gene-pairs, we queried NetME with the papers used by STRING

to infer the interactions. On the other hand, to annotate non-interacting genes,

we queried NetME with the pair of genes of interest, selecting the top 20 pa-

pers from PubMed. Accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and PPV values, detected

by NetME, are listed in Table 4.6.

The results clearly show that NetME produces reliable results when the

Non-interacting genes from Negatome 2.0
SOURCE TARGET SOURCE TARGET SOURCE TARGET SOURCE TARGET
AKT1 TSC1 CTNND1 APC MAD2L2 MAD1L1 TANK RBCK1
ARAF BCL2L1 CTNND1 CTNNA1 NCK1 EGFR TBC1D7 TSC2
ARAF BCL2 CTNND1 CTNND1 OSM LIFR TFDP1 CDK2
BCL10 BIRC3 CTNND1 CTNNB1 PARD3 LIMK1 TFDP1 CCNA1
BCL2L1 MAVS DKK1 WNT1 PDGFC FLT1 TICAM1 TLR4
BMPR1A TGFB1 DKK1 SOST PFN4 ACTB TJAP1 F11R
BMPR1A BMP5 DVL1 TSC1 PGF KDR TJAP1 CLDN1
BMPR1A BMP6 EIF3I ACVR2A PIAS3 STAT1 TJAP1 TJP1
BMPR1B TGFB1 EIF3I ACVR1 PIK3CG PIK3R2 TNF EGFR
BMPR1B BMP5 EIF3I TGFBR1 PKN1 RPS6KA1 TRADD TNFRSF10A
BMPR1B BMP6 EP300 CD44 PKN1 RPS6KA3 TRADD TNFRSF10B
BMPR2 BMP2 ERBB2 PIK3R2 PKN1 MAP3K2 TRAF6 IRF3
CCND1 MCM2 ETS1 CREBBP PKN2 RPS6KA1 TSC1 CDKN1B
CCR3 CCL3 FOXO1 TSC1 PKN2 RPS6KA3 VAV1 SHC1
CCR3 CCL4L2 GRAP2 SOS1 PKN2 MAP3K3 VEGFB KDR
CD274 CD28 GRAP2 CBL RB1 SMAD3 VEGFB FLT4
CD274 CTLA4 HDAC2 RELA RBL2 SMAD3 VEGFC FLT1
CD274 ICOS HIPK2 MDM2 RIPK1 TNFRSF10A VIPR2 RAMP1
CD3G ZAP70 HSPA4 BAX RIPK1 TNFRSF10B VIPR2 RAMP2
CD74 NOTCH1 IGF2 IGF1R SFN TSC1 VIPR2 RAMP3
CDKN1B TSC1 IL15 IL2RA SH3KBP1 TNFRSF14 VWF F8
CSF2 IL3RA IL1A EGFR SMAD1 ANAPC10 YWHAB TSC1
CTNNB1 HSP90AA1 IL22 IL10RA SMAD4 ANAPC10 YWHAE TSC1
CTNNB1 DDIT3 IL4R IL13 SOCS3 JAK2 YWHAZ TSC1
CTNND1 IL2 KDR FLT1 STIM1 TRPC6 NFKBIA CREB3L2

Table 4.5: List of the first 100 pairs of non-interacting genes from the Negatome

2.0 database. The column "SOURCE" indicates the starting gene, instead the

column "TARGET" indicates the gene to which the action of the source gene

is directed.
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annotations are performed on top of relevant literature (STRING text-mining

score higher than 700). On the other hand, when the STRING text-mining

score is lower than 700, the NetME performances degrade in accordance with

STRING predicted confidence as highlighted by their score. The reason be-

hind such a behaviour is due: (i) not enough literature about these interac-

tions; (ii) the interactions have been inferred by human curators as a combi-

nation of other interactions occurring in the text.

Furthermore, when the text-mining score is small, STRING predictions

could be wrong. In fact, as reported in [123], a score of 500 would indicate that

roughly every second term of an interaction might be erroneous (i.e., a false

positive). Therefore, the computed value of accuracy, sensitivity, specificity

and PPV could be incorrect.

text-mining score interval accuracy sensitivity specificity PPV

500-600 58.5% 31% 86% 68.8%

600-700 66.5% 47% 86% 77.05%

700-800 72.5% 59% 86% 80.8%

800-900 73.5% 61% 86% 81.3%

>= 900 84% 82% 86% 85.4%

Table 4.6: Metrics on NetME’s ability to predict known interactions (from KEG-

G/Reactome) and non-interactions (from Negatome 2.0) between genes.

4.3.3 Case study 3

Many tools [6] and computational models rely on existing network databases,

such as KEGG [72, 71, 70] and Reactome [32, 69, 31]. However, despite the
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enormous amount of available data, these databases are still incomplete and

therefore have partial information [86]. As an example, KEGG includes ap-

proximately one-third of the known genes.

In this case study, we have chosen CD147, also known as Basigin (BSG)

or EMMPRIN, as a starting point for the gene-gene interactions network

construction. This gene represents an example of a biological element that

should be supplemented to the KEGG network since it is not currently de-

scribed in their pathways. Among the bibliography consulted to build the

network manually, we have carefully selected 11 papers containing a signifi-

cant amount of helpful information for our purpose. On the other hand, in

this case study, we have also assessed the capabilities of NetME in inferring

CD147-diseases relations. For this purpose we selected 100 random interac-

tions from DisGeNET [102], as well as the same abstracts used by DisGeNET

for inferring such interactions (listed in Supplementary 6.json, file is available

at https://netme.tk/supplementary_material.zip).

CD147 is a transmembrane glycoprotein of the immunoglobulin super-

family, expressed in many tissues and cells, which is known to participate

in several high biological and clinical relevance processes and is a crucial

molecule in the pathogenesis of several human diseases [138]. Recently Wang

et al. [128] discovered an interaction between host cell receptor CD147 and

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, together with Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme 2

(ACE2), as an entry point for SARS-CoV-2.

In this direction, CD147 is an example of how a missing crucial gene within

a biological network can compromise scientists’ efforts to understand certain

molecular phenomena. In literature, there are many valuable tools [59, 58]

to integrate the missing information into bio-databases, such as KEGG. How-

https://netme.tk/ supplementary_material.zip
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ever, the most reliable approach in terms of accuracy and updated informa-

tion remains the manual curation of such networks through careful and time-

consuming literature analysis. On the other hand, a manually constructed

network provides partial information due to the limited number of articles

that a scientist could read.

Our second case study affords this issue by providing a practical example

of how NetME can create valuable networks by analyzing quickly and auto-

matically larger sets of publications. The set of 11 selected papers, described

in Figure 4.7, was analyzed by a bio-expert to derive a CD147-genes interac-

tions network manually. This process resulted in 50 genes and 64 interactions,

as shown in Figure 4.7.

Next, by using the same set of papers, we run NetME with no upstream

filter. The automatically generated network consisted of 86 genes and 139

relationships between them (see Figure 4.7 - 4.8). As the manually curated

network consists of genes and proteins, only elements from these two cate-

gories were selected for the evaluation. This was performed by considering

edges with the lowest "bio" score for each node pair.

Qualitatively, this network includes most of the interconnections men-

tioned in the papers, thus providing a reliable and comprehensive overview

of the molecular function of Basigin. Quantitatively, NetME achieved an ac-

curacy of 98.99%, a sensitivity of 100%, a specificity of 98.98%, and a positive

predicted value of 46.32%.

NetME shows that CD147 is a potent inducer of metalloproteinases (MMPs)

such as MMP2, MMP14 and MMP9 as reported in [138, 111, 35]. Further-

more, the overexpression of CD147, which results in increased phosphory-

lation of PI3K(PIK3CA), Akt(AKT1), leads to the secretion of vascular en-
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dothelial growth factor (VEGFA) in several biological contexts such as KSHV

infection [138] [111]. In addition to its ability to induce MMPs, CD147 regu-

lates spermatogenesis, lymphocyte reactivity and MCT system, in particular

MCT1 and MCT4 (MCTS1 and SLC16A4) expression [138] [75]. Our results

also show that CD147 can increase the expression of ATP-binding cassette

transporter G2 (ABCG2) protein, regulating its function as a drug transporter,

as mentioned by Xiong et al. for MCF-7 cells [138]. NetME identifies also

BSG as an upstream activator of STAT3, highlighting its involvement in tu-

mor development in agreement with the literature [130]. As summarized by

our knowledge network, CD147 is regulated by various inflammatory medi-

ators, such as RANKL (TNFSF11), denoting its involvement in inflammatory

processes [50] [111]. Among the potential activators of BSG, NetME also find

the transcription factor c-Myc (MYC) [76]. Figure 4.9 - 4.10 - 4.11 depicts the

precision/recall curve (AUC 0.997), the sensitivity/specificity curve and the

True positive rate/False Positive Rate one. The construction of the curves

considered all possible gene-pairs and their edges.

Finally, we queried NetME with the selected 100 random CD147-diseases

interactions in DisGeNET, selecting the same PubMed abstract used by Dis-

GeNET for inferring those interactions. NetME detected 63 True Positive val-

ues out of 100, revealing a sensitivity of 63%

It is essential to stress that NetME allows us to extract a satisfactory and

valid amount of information in a few minutes, compared to a manual search

that may take days or weeks. We also believe that this case study is significant

because, in the evaluation, we considered not only the presence of a link be-

tween two nodes but even more closely the type of edge, hence the adequacy

and specificity of the annotated edge in its biological context.
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Figure 4.7: Handmade Pathway. Pathway constructed by hand from the se-

lected papers [68, 76, 73, 50, 138, 111, 35, 126, 130, 76, 75], with CD147 (BSG)

as the central node.
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Figure 4.8: NetME BSG network. Molecular mechanisms summarised in the

knowledge network developed by NetME in accordance with the same papers

used in Figure 4.7.
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AUC = 0.997

Figure 4.9: Metrics of BSG-network performed by NetME. The plots show Preci-

sion/Recall curve
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Figure 4.10: Metrics of BSG-network performed by NetME. The plots show Sen-

sitivity/Specificity. The red dashed line indicates the expected result if the

used method was random that is any method which, given a pair of nodes,

elects whether between them there is a link with a probability of 0.5.
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Figure 4.11: Metrics of BSG-network performed by NetME. The plots show True

positive rate/False Positive Rate. The red dashed line indicates the expected

result if the used method was random that is any method which, given a pair

of nodes, elects whether between them there is a link with a probability of 0.5.



Chapter 5
EmotWion

This chapter is organized as follows.

Section 5.1 introduces and describe EmotWion pipeline with its compo-

nents.

Section 5.2 provides the technical details of the topic and gender detection

system inside EmotWion.

Section 5.3 describes the tweets elaboration process, all tweets are pro-

cessed through 5 distinct processes, tokenization, noise elimination, POS tag-

ging, semanticanalysis, frequency analysis.

Section 5.4 provides the technical details of the algorithm developed for

the classification of emotions from tweets.

Section 5.5 reports a list of different case studies to analyze through EmotWion:

(i) the average quantity of emotionally contagion users; (ii) the average dura-

tion of the contagion for each user.

For this purpose, it has been selected a series of 10 sources of tweets with

politics topic and 10 sources of tweets with COVID-19 pandemic topic and for

90
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each of these we have analyzed the tweets of users who have retweeted the

source tweet in a time window of 12 days, the 6 days before and 6 days after

the retweet date.

The experiments yielded, in the 72 hours following the retweet of the

source tweet, an average percentage of contagion from 73.9% to 83.6% for

tweets classified with high arousal values.

5.1 The EmotWion model

Emotion classification is a widely debated topic in psychology [13]. There

are two main models about emotions: the first posits a discrete and finite set

of emotions, while the second suggests that emotions are not independent

and that exists a relation between them, hence the need to place them in a

spatial space. Research in NLP has been focused mostly on Ekman’s model of

emotion [41] which posits the existence of six basic emotions: anger, disgust,

fear, joy, sadness and surprise.

In this work, we focus on the most popular dimensional model of emotion:

the circumplex model introduced in "A circumplex model of affect" [112].

This model suggests that all affective states are represented in a two-

dimensional space with two independent neurophysiological systems: one re-

lated to valence (a pleasure–displeasure continuum) and the other to arousal,

or alertness.

Every affective experience is a linear combination of these two indepen-

dent systems, which is then interpreted as representing a particular emotion.

For example, fear is a state involving the combination of negative valence and

high arousal [107].
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The approach to detect emotions used is a hybrid type as seen in para-

graph 2.2.3. A rule-based approach based on the NRC VAD lexicon is com-

bined with machine learning techniques to weigh and link the extracted terms

to the context of the sentences.

EmotWion aims to analyze the contagion of emotions on Twitter through a

multi-stage pipeline.

• Initially, from a defined discussion topic, tweets (called source tweets)

published by users with a high number of followers (social influencers)

are classified according to their emotion.

• Then all tweets of users who retweeted the relative source tweet, are ex-

tracted, retweets represent a very reliable index of approval of tweet [87],

therefore a source of contagion with very high probability. For each user

who has retweeted the source tweet, all tweets published are examined

in a time window of 12 days, 6 days before and 6 days after, the date of

publication of the source tweet.

• After, all extracted tweets are classified according to their emotion, they

are, also, anonymized and tagged according to gender.

• Once the tweets of all users have been classified, the contagion of emo-

tions can be estimated by comparing the emotional levels of the source

tweet with the relative emotional levels of the retwitters’ tweets.

The system pipeline according with the above procedures is composed by

four processing systems Fig.5.1:

1. a Twitter content extraction system that guarantees a constant data flow;
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2. a system for processing extracted tweets;

3. a system for estimating emotional metrics and for classifying the ex-

tracted tweets by calculating the overall emotion;

4. a system for processing, comparing and displaying the emotional level

of the extracted tweets by comparing it with the relative source tweet.

The programming language used for tweets extraction and analysis is

Python with support of some code libraries. Python Twitter to interact with

the Twitter API, NLTK [81] for text analysis, Matplotlib to plot data in graphs.

To store collected data was used a MySQL database.

API connection

ID tweet

Tweet extraction

Retweet extraction

foreach

user

Timeline extraction

foreach

tweet

Tweet elaboration

Emotion classification

Plot results

users list tweets list

Figure 5.1: EmotWion pipeline architecture. Through an API request, the details

of the source tweet are obtained (information on the tweet, retweet, etc.) All

users who have retweeted are iterated first, then the list of tweets published

by them. The tweets are finally classified.
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5.2 Topic and gender detection

In order to determine discussion’s topics, a classification algorithm, showed

in Figure 5.2, based on Word2vec model and a synonyms dictionary was im-

plemented. Word2vec is a simple two-layer artificial neural network designed

to NLP.

The algorithm requires a text corpus as input and returns a set of vectors

topic

synonyms search

Word2vec

foreach

term

topics

[virus] (1 term)

[virus, germ, illness, 

microbe, infection, 

disease, …] (≈ 5 terms)

[virus, coronavirus, 

covid_19, flu_virus, 

viruses, bird_flu_virus, 

swine_flu_virus, H1N1, 

…] 

(≈ 50 unique terms)

[...] (≈ 150 unique terms)

Figure 5.2: Architecture of topic detection procedure. Starting from a topic word,

other words are extracted through a dictionary of synonyms. These words are

given as input to the Word2vec algorithm which will return top semantically

close words.
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that represent the semantic distribution of words in the text. For each word

contained in the corpus, a vector is uniquely constructed in order to represent

it as a point in the multidimensional space created. In this space words will

be closer if recognized as semantically more similar.

Once the corpus is built, the main topic of discussion is inserted as in-

put of the algorithm, from which the synonyms are extracted by dictionary,

subsequently for each synonym found the semantically closest terms through

Word2vec model.

User’s gender detection based on direct comparison between user’s name

and the list of names contained in the library nltk.corpus.names, which con-

tains 7944 names labeled by gender.

5.3 Tweets elaboration

All tweets collected, both the source tweet to be analyzed and the lists of

tweets extracted by the users who retweeted the source tweet, are processed

through 5 distinct processes: tokenization, noise elimination, POS tagging,

semantic analysis and frequency analysis as shown in Figure 5.3.

If tweet is made up of several sentences, it will be divided, each sentence

will be processed according to the elaboration process described below.

5.3.1 Tokenization

Initially the tweet is subjected to a tokenization process that constitutes a

preliminary step to any computational processing of the text [127].

Tokenize a text means to divide the sequences of characters into minimum
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units of analysis which are called "tokens". Tokens can be simple entities such

as words, punctuation, numbers or can be structurally complex entities such

as dates that will be assumed as basic unit for subsequent processing levels.

Depending on the type of language and writing system, tokenization is an

extremely complex task, in this case the nltk.tokenize package belonging to

the NLTK library for text segmentation was used.

sentence

tokenization

@marilyn this political behavior 

isn’t good for our country! We need 

to wake up and act now :-( http://-

bit.ly/5ELaH

noise elimination

POS tagging

frequency analysis

[@marilyn, this, political, behavior, 

is, not, for, our, country, we, need, 

to, wake, up, and, act, now, :-( ]

[political, behavior, not, good, 

country, need, wake, act, :-(]

[('political', 'JJ'), ('behavior', 'NN'), 

('good', 'JJ'), ('country', 'NN'), ('need', 

'VBP'), ('wake', 'VBP'), ('act', 'JJ'), (':-(', 

'EMO')]

[('political', 'JJ', 630), ('behavior', 'NN', 

190), ('good', 'JJ', 2110), ('country', 'NN', 

1990), ('need',  'VBP', 2540), ('wake', 'VBP', 

110), ('act', 'JJ', 660), (':-(', 'EMO', 440)]

Figure 5.3: Architecture of tweets elaboration procedure. Starting from a sentence,

the text is tokenized, so obtaining an array of terms, that are analyzed by the

noise eliminator, after this terms are labeled using the POS tagger, and finally

a frequency analysis of the terms is performed.
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5.3.2 Noise elimination

Once the tokens are obtained, it is necessary to eliminate the noise present in

the sequence to avoid producing misleading results in the analysis phase. In

the case of irrelevant, redundant information or noisy data, the performance

of the system could be considerably reduced [8].

Tweets contain usernames that start with the @ symbol, all words that

start with the @ symbol are discarded through regular expressions. Many

tweets contain URLs, which are discarded through regular expressions. Some

tweets can contain numerical values that will be discarded because the goal

is to analyze textual data. The tweets may contain special characters such

as *, /,.,> which are removed. From each token, through the strip method,

white spaces are removed at the beginning and at the end. Hashtags are not

removed because they may contain important information about the tweet

topic, only the # symbol is removed.

5.3.3 POS tagging

The noise elimination procedure from the text is followed by the POS (Part

of Speech) tagging phase, also called grammatical tagging. It is a process

that associates words with the corresponding POS based on its definition,

its context, and its relation with adjacent and related words in a sentence or

paragraph. Using the features of the nltk.tag package, in the NLTK library, the

POS are detected and individual headwords are tagged with constants (ADJ

– adjective, ADV – adverb, NOUN – noun, VERB – verb, etc.) [84].

In the following phases, only significant parts of the period for emotion

classification will be considered.
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5.3.4 Frequency analysis

Finally, output object from POS tagging is used as input for the terms fre-

quency analysis function, through an NLTK library function, so we obtain the

frequency distribution of terms for all tweets from the same user timeline.

5.4 Emotion classification

The terms extracted from each tweet are classified by direct comparison with

a dictionary of words classified according to Russell’s circumflex model of

affect. According to this model, each emotion can be summarized in two

dimensions, varying in value and intensity of activation [107].

For the classification was used the NRC VAD Lexicon vocabulary [89], con-

sisting of 20,007 words classified by valence (emotion value) and arousal (acti-

vation intensity), original variables have values ∈ [0, 1], they were normalized

to values ∈ [−1, 1]. The set of words is composed of 25.1% adjectives [19],

57.5% nouns, 14.5% verbs and 2.9% elsewhere in the speech.

The output of the tweet processing phase previously seen in Figure 5.3, is

an array of terms (array of objects), which is characterized by a POS tag and

a frequency value within the text.

Through classification phase we associate to each term object, which is in

the vocabulary, a value pair (valence, arousal). The result of these classifica-

tion rules will be a new array of term objects enriched with these two new

values; therefore we get a result: {term, POS, f requency, (valence, arousal)} as

shown in Figure 5.4.

After valence and arousal, for each term of a sentence in a tweet is weighted
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with term frequency and inverse document frequency t f .id f parameters as

described in the Eq. 5.1 and Eq. 5.2.

More specifically, tf.idf is a measure of how much information the term

provides, namely, if it is common or rare across all input tweets.

In formula, we compute t f .id f (i, u, T) = t f (i, u) ∗ id f (i, T), where, term

frequency t f (i, u) is the frequency of term i, is defined as t f (i, u) = fi,u/∑i′∈u fi′ ,u,

with fi,u representing the number of times that term i occurs in a tweet of a

specific user timeline u.

The inverse document frequency id f (i, T) is a measure of how much infor-

array of terms divided 

by sentence

tweet 

elaboration

foreach

term

emotion association

EMOTION 

CLASSIFICATION

sentence 

emotion calculation

foreach

sentence

tweet 

emotion calculation

tweet 

emotion

Figure 5.4: Pipeline of emotion classification section. As input to the pipeline goes

an array of terms for each sentence of the tweet, the emotion is first calculated

at sentence level and then at tweet level.
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mation the term i provides. It is defined as id f (i, T) = logN/|{u∈T:i∈u}|, where

N is the number of user timelines analyzed starting from a tweet source such

that N = |T|, and |{u ∈ T : i ∈ u}| is the number of tweets where the term i

appears.

v̄sentence =
∑n

i=0 vi ∗ t f id fi

∑n
i=0 t f id fi

(5.1) āsentence =
∑n

i=0 ai ∗ t f id fi

∑n
i=0 t f id fi

(5.2)

After the valence and arousal calculation for each sentence of the tweet,

the overall emotion of the tweet is calculated through an average of the values

obtained for each sentence, as reported in the equation 5.3 and 5.4, where k is

the number of sentences in the tweet.

v̄tweet =
∑k

i=0 vi−sentence

k
(5.3) ātweet =

∑k
i=0 ai−sentence

k
(5.4)

For a more systematic comparison of the proposed classification system

we use Emobank [20, 21] as ground-truth.

Emobank is a large-scale text corpus manually annotated with emotion ac-

cording to the psychological valence - arousal scheme. It was built at JULIE

Lab, Jena University and containing 10,000 sentences. Each Emobank sentence

is classified with EmotWion, an extract of classification results is shown in

the table. Valence and arousal values in Emobank are included in the inter-

val [1, 5], to be compared with EmotWion they have been normalized in the

interval [−1, 1].
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∆t Precision % ∆t Precision % ∆t Precision %
0.20 94.29 0.15 86.28 0.10 71.44

Table 5.1: Precision value obtained from the comparison with Emobank for different

∆t range.

The average value of precision obtained from the comparison with Emobank

is reported in Table 5.1; ∆t is considered a parameter that indicates a toler-

ance deviation of the valence and arousal values to evaluate true positives

(TP) and false positive (FP) cases. Fixed the value of ∆t, for each Emobank

corpus sentence, if (valence, arousal) value pair of the sentence has an eu-

clidean distance less than or equal to the (valence, arousal) value pair esti-

mated with EmotWion, so it is a true positive (TP), otherwise it is a false

positive (FP). Precision value in Table 5.1 is obtained through the formula:

precision = TP/TP+FP

The average error found in the classification of the 10,000 sentences, eval-

uated as the average Euclidean distance between Emobank’s (valence, arousal)

value pairs and those classified with EmotWion, is equal to 0.13.

Table 5.2 shows an extract of data from the comparison between EmotWion

and Emobank. This table shows an excerpt of 20 texts out of the 10,000 of

Emobank, column ID is a unique value of the data record, column Text con-

tains the sentences of Emobank, columns Veb and Aeb contain respectively

Emobank’s valence and arousal values for the corresponding sentence, columns

VNeb and ANeb contain Veb and Aeb normalized values in the interval [−1, 1],

columns Vew and Aew contain valence and arousal values estimated by EmotWion

for the corresponding sentence, column error contains the classification error,
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i.e. the euclidean distance between (VNeb, ANeb) and (Vew, Aew) points.
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ID Text Veb Aeb VNeb ANeb Vew Aew error

110CYL068_702_771
Goodwill finds jobs for people with mental and

physical disabilities.
3.29 3.00 0.15 0.00 0.17 -0.05 0.05

112C-L013_1054_1129
Then the task was to help children who lost parents

in the Civil War.
3.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 -0.07 0.07

118CWL048_1437_1492
Early adolescence is the most vulnerable age for

youth.
3.00 2.90 0.00 -0.05 0.05 0.00 0.07

SemEval_1006 North Africa feared as staging ground for terror 2.10 3.50 -0.45 0.25 -0.49 0.20 0.06
SemEval_1027 Archaeologists find signs of early chimps’ tool use 3.00 2.80 0.00 -0.10 0.08 -0.08 0.08

SemEval_1046
Damaged Japanese whaling ship may resume

hunting off Antarctica
2.86 3.00 -0.07 0.00 -0.12 0.06 0.07

SemEval_1062
Taliban seize rural district in southwest as police

flee
3.00 3.00 0.00 0.00 -0.07 0.02 0.07

SemEval_1066 Iran vs. North Korea: not all enemies are equal 2.88 2.75 -0.06 -0.13 -0.03 -0.16 0.05
SemEval_1094 Russian bird flu outbreak is deadly ’Asian strain’ 2.00 3.60 -0.50 0.30 -0.42 0.29 0.08

SemEval_1153
’Jackass’ star marries childhood friend The secrets

people reveal
3.50 3.37 0.25 0.19 0.27 0.13 0.06

SemEval_159
New Indonesia Calamity, a Mud Bath, Is Man-

Made
2.90 2.80 -0.05 -0.10 0.01 -0.11 0.06

SemEval_504
Closings and cancellations top advice on flu out-

break
2.60 2.90 -0.20 -0.05 -0.17 -0.03 0.04

SemEval_52
Britain to restrict immigrants from new EU mem-

bers
2.70 3.20 -0.15 0.10 -0.17 0.06 0.04

SemEval_53 Confusion Reigns In the Expanding Digital World 2.90 3.00 -0.05 0.00 0.04 -0.00 0.09

SemEval_614
Terai protesters hail ’historic’ victory over govern-

ment
3.50 3.30 0.25 0.15 0.33 0.19 0.09

SemEval_643 Bush authorized Iranians’ arrest in Iraq, Rice says 3.00 2.90 0.00 -0.05 0.05 -0.03 0.05

SemEval_65
Doctors Seeing Patients Who Think They’re Inter-

net Addicted
3.00 2.90 0.00 -0.05 0.08 -0.09 0.09

SemEval_664
Super Bowl ads of cartoonish violence, perhaps re-

flecting toll of war
2.70 3.30 -0.15 0.15 -0.10 0.16 0.05

SemEval_797 Bill would strip convicted legislators of pensions 2.78 3.22 -0.11 0.11 -0.13 0.08 0.04

Table 5.2: Example of comparison test between EmotWion and Emobank. A set of

20 texts extracted from Emobank comparison, column ID is a unique value

of the data record, column Text contains the sentences of Emobank, columns

Veb and Aeb contain respectively Emobank’s valence and arousal values for the

corresponding sentence, columns VNeb and ANeb contains the values Veb and

Aeb normalized in the value interval [−1, 1] , columns Vew and Aew contain

valence and arousal values estimated by EmotWion for the corresponding sen-

tence, column error contains the classification error, i.e. the euclidean distance

between (VNeb, ANeb) and (Vew, Aew) points.
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5.5 Case studies

In the proposed case studies, we analyze through EmotWion: (i) the average

quantity of emotionally contagion users; (ii) the average duration of the con-

tagion for each user.

For this purpose, we have selected a series of 10 sources of tweets with

politics topic and 10 sources of tweets with COVID-19 pandemic topic, and

for each of these we have analyzed the tweets of users who have retweeted

the source tweet in a time window of 12 days, the 6 days before and 6 days

after the retweet date.

Each tweet is processed and classified by EmotWion as described in sections

5.3 and 5.4. After classifying all tweets for each user, results are represented

in a graph, in which are annotated heatmaps, through a Python library for

graphs Matplotlib [66]. Heatmap graph requires that data pairs are discrete

categories, then (valence, arousal) value pairs were discretized to 0.2 interval,

obtaining 100 squares with different (valence, arousal) values.

On each square in the heatmap, tweet count value is written. Color map

from blue (low number of users) to yellow (high number of users) allows to

visually evaluate the variations within the space.

In figures 5.5 and 5.6 an example of analysis of source tweets is shown.

In Figure 5.5 data of the source tweet (text of the tweet, date of pub-

lication, etc.) is shown on top, while in the graph the red dot represents

the (valence, arousal) value pair of the source tweet in the circumplex space

model, blue dots are some sample reference (valence, arousal) value pairs.

In Figure 5.6 are shown the heatmaps in the 12 days of analysis, 6 days
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before (first row) and 6 days after (second row) the retweets of each single

user who retweeted.

In the example the source tweet has an emotional level with a medium-

high valence and medium arousal values, starting from the same day, that

users retweeted the source tweet, and for the following 3 days there is an

increase of the number of users around the (valence, arousal) values of the

original tweet (colors with yellow shades). This indicates an emotional con-

tagion from the original tweet to the tweets of users who retweeted it, on the

same topic.

Tweet Valence Arousal PC(-6) PC(-5) PC(-4) PC(-3) PC(-2) PC(-1) PC(1) PC(2) PC(3) PC(4) PC(5) PC(6) AC
001 0,38 0,01 31,7 37,3 33,1 36 32,8 37,8 50,7 55,2 56 51,7 46 36,3 54
002 0,85 0,42 29,6 32,4 37,6 34,2 35 29,2 71,2 84 81,4 78,5 74,7 41,5 78,9
003 0,42 0,39 33,2 29,5 30,8 36,4 38,9 33,7 73 76,4 72,2 75 64,3 31,2 73,9
004 0,78 -0,34 32,2 35,4 35,8 37,5 40,6 34,6 66 57,9 61,9 51,4 52,7 36,7 61,9
005 0,64 -0,35 31,7 33,8 35,4 37,7 40,5 36,2 63,1 61,4 68,5 66 54,9 41,5 64,3
006 0,74 0,39 39 34,2 37 38,9 41 33,8 82,7 81,6 77,5 76,1 51,6 35,4 80,6
007 0,39 -0,31 27,9 33,1 29,4 42 34 37,2 73,6 62 69,3 66,5 44,1 36,9 68,3
008 0,45 -0,18 38,9 37,7 41,3 41,2 43,8 38,4 66,1 74,3 69,4 69,2 54,5 38,6 69,9
009 0,69 0,31 37,3 39 39,9 39 40,9 36,1 77,1 79,3 80,7 69,3 44,4 33,6 79,1
010 0,24 -0,17 31 38,6 29,5 35,4 44,6 37,9 56,6 54,2 51,8 59,3 47,3 31 54,2

Table 5.3: Daily trend of the percentage of users with the same emotional values pairs

(valence, arousal) related to their tweet source, with a global COVID-19 pandemic

topic.

Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show the results of the experiments carried out on 20

source tweets (10 on world pandemic from COVID-19 and 10 on a politics

topic).

The columns of the table show: (i) progressive number of the source tweet,

(ii) valence and arousal of the source tweet, (iii) percentage of users with the

same value of valence and arousal at different days (PC), from 6 days prior to

the retweet to 6 days after the retweet, with a tolerance of 0.2 units of valence
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Tweet Valence Arousal PC(-6) PC(-5) PC(-4) PC(-3) PC(-2) PC(-1) PC(1) PC(2) PC(3) PC(4) PC(5) PC(6) AC
001 -0,71 0,36 41 37,2 34 39,9 44 35,8 83,7 85,6 81,5 75,1 55,6 41 83,6
002 -0,81 -0,12 38,2 31,4 38,8 37,5 42,6 32,6 60 66,9 60,9 55,4 52,7 32,9 62,6
003 -0,54 0,51 35,2 29,5 31,8 35,4 39,9 29,7 71 80,4 76,2 79 65,3 42,2 75,9
004 -0,8 0,14 43,3 38 42,9 40 45,9 36,1 81,1 83,3 79,7 69,3 46,4 44,1 81,4
005 0,48 0,13 36,7 38,3 30,1 34 33,8 37,8 48,7 55,2 57 52,7 49 37,6 53,6
006 0,34 0,06 39,9 38,7 40,3 40,2 41,8 40,4 64,1 77,3 72,4 67,2 54,5 32,5 71,3
007 -0,74 0,1 29 36,6 33,5 31,4 49,6 36,9 57,6 52,2 51,8 60,3 48,3 39 53,9
008 -0,68 -0,18 36,7 36,8 41,4 35,7 43,5 33,2 61,1 63,4 70,5 69 55,9 41,3 65
009 -0,67 -0,05 33,9 36,1 28,4 39 31 41,2 54,6 63 67,3 69,5 46,1 33,2 61,6
010 -0,61 0,78 27,6 34,4 34,6 37,2 39 34,2 75,2 88 79,4 76,5 75,7 38,4 80,9

Table 5.4: Daily trend of the percentage of users with the same emotional values pairs

(valence, arousal) related to their tweet source, with politics topic.

or arousal (iv) average (AC) of the percentages of users (PC) in the 72 hours

after the retweet.

Figure 5.7 shows the graphs of the data reported in Table 5.3 - 5.4, red lines

represent the trend of (PC) for high arousal values (0.35 < a < 1).

The experiments yielded, in the 72 hours following the retweet of the

source tweet, an average percentage of contagion (AC) from 73.9% to 83.6%

for tweets classified with high arousal values (0.35 < a < 1) (highlighted in

red).

Results show that emotions like anger (low valence - high arousal) spreads

fastest through users and lasts longer over time. Same results with emotion

like joy (high valence - high arousal).

On the other hand, emotion like sadness, boredom or disgust, with medium

or low (valence, arousal) values, are even more private emotions, for which

there is no emotional contagion through users.
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topic World pandemic 

source tweet  The Media should view this as a time of unity and 

strength. We have a common enemy, actually, an enemy 

of the World, the CoronaVirus. We must beat it as 

quickly and safely as possible. There is nothing more 

important to me than the life & safety of the United 

States! 

date 11/03/2020 

valence 0.38 

arousal 0.01 

nearest emotion word determinated 

(0,38; 0,01)

disappointed

affliction

unsatisfied

frustrated

afraid

determinated

angry

aroused excited

happy

pleased
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sleepy
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Figure 5.5: Analysis of a tweet source with world pandemic topic. Table shows

information of the source tweet (tweet text, publication date, valence and

arousal values, etc.). In the circumplex model graph, blue dots are some sam-

ple reference (valence, arousal) value pairs, red dot is the (valence, arousal)

value pair of the source tweet.
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Figure 5.6: Heatmap chart for source tweet shown in figures 5.5. A heatmap is plot-

ted for each of 12 time window observation days (6 days before the retweet

- 6 days after the retweet). Retweet day is outlined in red. Each heatmap

is divided into 100 squares with steps of 0.2 (valence - arousal), each square

contain number of users with the same (valence, arousal) value pair.
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Figure 5.7: Daily trends of the percentage of users with the same emotional values

pairs (valence, arousal) related to their tweet source, with global COVID-19 pan-

demic topic in Figure 5.7a and with politics topic in Figure 5.7b. Graphs show data

reported in Table 5.3 - 5.4 respectively. The days are shown on the abscissa

and the percentages of contagion on the ordinate.



Conclusions

In this thesis I introduce NetME and EmotWion, two frameworks that use NLP

technologies for text mining.

NetME is a framework, which I developed, that infer on-the-fly knowledge-

graphs from a collection of full-text papers obtained from PubMed or user-

provided, to get knowledge about relations and interactions between elements

in the biomedical field, which lead to emerging phenomena studied in the

complex systems domain.

It has been implemented upon a customized version of TAGME, called On-

toTAGME, in connection to a syntactic analysis module developed on top of

the Python NLTK and spaCy libraries. Our results clearly show that NetME

allows extracting reliable knowledge graphs in a few minutes or a few hours

compared to a manual search that could take several days or weeks. The com-

pleteness of the extracted knowledge increases when the documents used by

NetME comprehensively describe the desired topic under study.

To evaluate NetME we performed three case studies.

The first one compared NetME with the web application Hetionet, using

110
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SemRep software as ground truth. The experiment showed that NetME has a

comparable precision with Hetionet in terms of inferred nodes and an higher

recall. Concerning inferred edges, Hetionet precision is slightly higher al-

though NetME recall is much higher.

The second case study tested the ability of NetME in recovering relation-

ships between genes. The experiment yielded accuracy ranging from 58%,

when using low reliable relations (i.e. False Positives) from STRING, to 84%,

when such STRING relations are very reliable.

At the same time, the third case study tested the ability of NetME in in-

tegrating knowledge about genes starting from a selected set of scientific pa-

pers. The experiment yielded 98% sensitivity and 100% specificity. Therefore,

both experiments clearly showed the high reliability of NetME’s inferred net-

works.

Future work will include: (i) the construction of knowledge-graphs from

all the open-access papers stored in PMC; (ii) the integration of all Obofoundry

ontology within OntoTAGME; (iii) the design of a more effective algorithm

to select the pertinent scientific papers on which NetME has to be applied

[105, 104]; and finally, add a methodology that allows to extract context-based

relationships.

EmotWion is a framework, which I developed, that aims to analyze the

contagion of emotions on complex network like Twitter, from a tweet (called

source tweet) published by an user with an high number of followers (social

influencer), to users who retweet source tweet.

It has been implemented upon (i) a Twitter content extraction system, (ii)

a system for processing extracted tweets, (iii) a system for classifying the

extracted tweets by calculating the overall emotion and (iv) a system for pro-
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cessing, comparing and displaying the emotional level of the extracted tweets.

It has been developed in Python programming language with support of

Python Twitter and NLTK for text analysis.

To evaluate EmotWion classification system we use Emobank, a large-scale

text corpus manually annotated, as ground-truth, obtaining a precision from

94.29% with a 0.20 units of tolerance to 71.44% with a 0.10 units of tolerance.

In the proposed case studies, we analyze through EmotWion: (i) the aver-

age quantity of emotionally contagion users; (ii) the average duration of the

contagion for each user.

The experiments yielded, in the 72 hours following the retweets of the

source tweets, an average percentage of contagion from 73.9% to 83.6% for

tweets classified with high arousal values.

Results show that emotions like anger spreads fastest through users and

lasts longer over time. Same results with emotion like joy. On the other hand,

emotion like sadness, boredom or disgust, with medium or low (valence, arousal)

values, are private emotions for which there is no emotional contagion through

users.

Future work will include: (i) improve the algorithm for the syntactic anal-

ysis of the texts; (ii) testing additional dictionaries for emotions classification;

(iii) creation of an usable interface for on-the-fly classification of texts.
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